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The increasing presence of autonomous (software) systems in open environments in 
general, and the complex interactions taking place among them in particular, require 
flexible control and coordination mechanisms to guarantee desirable overall system level 
properties without limiting the autonomy of the involved systems. In artificial intelligence, 
and in particular in the multi-agent systems research field, social laws, norms, and 
sanctions have been widely proposed as flexible means for coordinating the behaviour of 
autonomous agents in multi-agent settings. Recently, many languages have been proposed 
to specify and implement norm-based environments where the behaviour of autonomous 
agents is monitored, evaluated based on norms, and possibly sanctioned if norms are 
violated.
In this paper, we first introduce a formal setting of multi-agent environments based 
on concurrent game structures which abstracts from concrete specification languages. 
We extend this formal setting with norms and sanctions, and show how concepts from 
mechanism design can be used to formally analyse and verify whether a specific behaviour 
can be enforced (or implemented) if agents follow their subjective preferences. We relate 
concepts from mechanism design to our setting, where agents’ preferences are modelled 
by linear time temporal logic (LTL) formulae. This proposal bridges the gap between norms 
and mechanism design allowing us to formally study and analyse the effect of norms 
and sanctions on the behaviour of rational agents. The proposed machinery can be used 
to check whether specific norms and sanctions have the designer’s expected effect on 
the rational agents’ behaviour or if a set of norms and sanctions that realise the effect 
exists at all. We investigate the computational complexity of our framework, focusing on 
its implementation in Nash equilibria and we show that it is located at the second and 
third level of the polynomial hierarchy. Despite this high complexity, on the positive side, 
these results are in line with existing complexity results of related problems. Finally, we 
propose a concrete executable specification language that can be used to implement multi-
agent environments. We show that the proposed specification language generates specific 
concurrent game structures and that the abstract multi-agent environment setting can be 
applied to study and analyse the behaviour of multi-agent programs with and without 
norms.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of autonomous software systems and their increasing number of interactions with open environments 
such as the Internet, financial markets, large ICT systems, socio-technical systems and industrial platforms, urgently re-
quires flexible control and coordination mechanisms in order to guarantee desirable overall system level properties. This 
urgency became painfully clear in 2010 by the so-called “Flash Crash”, where the uncontrolled and uncoordinated interac-
tions between high frequency algorithmic trading systems in financial environments have led to extraordinary upheaval of 
U.S. equity markets [63]. Similar urgency is experienced in large ICT systems of organisations such as banks or insurance 
companies, where due to competition and innovation business processes have to be modified in rapid tempo. Such contin-
uous changes constitute a potential threat for business processes to become non-compliant with the companies’ business 
rules and policies. There is, therefore, an increasing need for flexible control and supervision mechanisms that could ensure 
the compliance of business processes in such dynamic environments without limiting the functionality and performance of 
the business processes [47,25,49]. In addition to these existing cases, the rapid development of autonomous cars strongly 
suggests that future traffic will be populated by intelligent autonomous cars that interact in shared (physical) environments 
called smart roads. In order to guarantee the safety and throughput of such smart road environments, the behaviour of 
autonomous cars has to be regulated by intelligent monitoring and coordination mechanisms without directly steering their 
behaviour [40,38]. These and other applications show the urgency of tools and techniques to design, develop and analyse 
intelligent flexible control and coordination mechanisms.

These and many other applications can be best modelled as multi-agent systems. A multi-agent system consists of inter-
acting computer systems that are situated in some environment and are capable of autonomous actions in the environment 
in order to meet their delegated objectives [68]. The individual agents are generally assumed to be heterogeneous in the 
sense that they may be designed and developed by various parties, using different technologies, and pursuing different ob-
jectives. It is exactly the autonomous and heterogeneous character of the computer agents in multi-agent applications that 
require intelligent flexible control and coordination mechanisms. In general, any control and coordination mechanism used 
in a multi-agent application should strike a balance between the autonomy of the agents on the one hand and the desirable 
global properties of the multi-agent system on the other hand, i.e., while the autonomy of agents should be respected, the 
global properties of multi-agent systems should be ensured.

Existing coordination techniques in computer science, such as synchronization techniques or interaction protocols, can 
be used to ensure the overall desirable properties of the interacting systems. However, these techniques will severely limit 
the autonomy and intelligence of the involved systems [29]. In artificial intelligence, norms and norm enforcement have 
been widely proposed as flexible and effective means for coordinating the behaviour of autonomous agents in multi-agent 
systems [50,45,14]. Singh et al. [62] provide an overview of various uses and applications of norms in multi-agent systems, 
and Criado et al. [26] discuss some challenges and open issues concerning representation, reasoning, creation and imple-
mentation of norms in multi-agent systems. A multi-agent system that uses norms to coordinate the behaviour of agents is 
often called norm-based multi-agent system or normative multi-agent system.

In general, there are two approaches to exploit norms for coordination purposes in multi-agent systems. Norms can be 
either endogenous to agents in the sense that they form an integral part of the agents’ specifications [59,60], or exogenous to 
agents in the sense that they are enforced by some external regulatory mechanism [2,27]. Each approach comes with specific 
assumptions and applications. For example, the endogenous approach assumes that norms are internalised by the agents in 
the sense that the agents’ decision making mechanisms are designed and developed based on a given set of norms. This 
assumption implies that norms are available at design time and enforced on agents by the agents’ developers at design time. 
The endogenous approach can, for example, be used to examine the (emergent) effects of norms in agent-based simulations 
[59,60,48,6]. In contrast, the exogenous approach is agnostic about norm internalisation, but assumes an authority that 
monitors agents’ behaviour and enforces norms by means of preventing norm violations or imposing sanctions on violating 
behaviour [65,2,44,57]. Following the exogenous approach, autonomous systems may respect norms or decide to violate 
them in which case they may incur sanctions. It is exactly the incursion of sanctions that may incentivize, but not restrict, 
agents to behave in a particular way. The exogenous approach is also conceived as a way to make the engineering of 
multi-agent systems easier to manage as it supports the general principle of ‘separation of concerns’, i.e., it supports the 
encapsulation of coordination and control concerns in a system entity that is separable from the agents’ internals [10,17,70]. 
In addition, the external authority can be conceived as a mechanism that is designed to implement norms and the norm 
enforcement process. This perspective on norms and norm enforcement allows us to apply formal tools from game theory 
and to study and analyse norms and norm enforcement from a mechanism design perspective [18,19,30,69].

This paper follows the exogenous approach and provides a mechanism design perspective on norms and norm enforce-
ment. A multi-agent environment is modelled as a concurrent game structure where possible paths in the game structure 
denote possible execution traces of the corresponding multi-agent system. By considering the states of the game structure 
as the states of the environment in which agents operate, the concurrent game structure becomes the representation of a 
mechanism (game form) that specifies the effect of the agents’ actions on the multi-agent environment. The enforcement 
of norms on a multi-agent system may change the effect of the agents’ actions on the environment and thereby its un-
derlying concurrent game structure and the set of possible execution traces. We call the modification of concurrent game 
structure by norm enforcement norm-based update. Clearly, various sets of norms can be used to update a concurrent game 
structure. The decision regarding which set of norms to use depends on the behaviour of the agents which in turn is a 
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result of the agents’ preferences, and, of course, the intended objective of the multi-agent system. We introduce norm-based 
mechanism design as a formal methodology to analyse norms and norm-based updates, and to find suitable norms taking 
into consideration agents’ rational behaviour.

We aim at bridging the gap between norms and mechanism design by focusing on the relation between multi-agent 
systems, norm enforcement, and concurrent game structures. This relation sets the stage for studying formal properties of 
norm enforcement such as whether enforcing a set of norms implements a specific social choice function, which describes 
the desired system executions in relation to the agents’ preferences, in specific equilibria. This also allows us, for exam-
ple, to analyse whether a group of agents is willing to obey some norms. The formal analysis is closely related to work 
presented in [1] and [65], where the enforcement of norms is modelled by the deactivation of transitions. Adding norms 
to environments in our model may, however, either deactivate transitions in the case of regimenting norms or change the 
effect of actions in the case of sanctioning norms. The latter is achieved by (re)labelling states with new propositions that 
encode, for example, sanctions or incentives which can affect the behaviour of agents. Our work is also motivated by [59]
and [60], where social laws were proposed to be used in computer science to control agents’ behaviour.

The proposed norm-based mechanism design is an abstract methodology as it assumes concurrent game structures as 
models of multi-agent environments. In order to ground this methodology, we design an executable specification language 
to support the development of norm-based multi-agent systems. The aim of the executable specification language is to 
facilitate the implementation of multi-agent environments that are governed by norms. Multi-agent environments without 
norms are often implemented using a computational specification language that provides constructs to specify (initial) 
environment states and actions. The execution of such an environment specification is a process that continuously observes 
agents’ actions and updates the environment state based on the specification of the observed actions. The implementation 
of multi-agent environments with norms requires additional constructs to specify norms and sanctions. The execution of 
an environment specification with norms includes two additional steps through which the observed agents’ actions are 
further evaluated based on the given set of specified norms after which norm violations are either prevented or sanctioned. 
Our abstract norm-based mechanism design methodology can be applied to norm-based multi-agent environment programs 
in order to analyse whether the enforcement of a set of norms by a norm-based environment program can implement a 
specific social choice function. We also investigate the complexity of verifying whether a given norm-based multi-agent 
system implements a given system specification. Besides the verification problem we analyse the decision problem whether 
a norm-based multi-agent system with desirable properties exists at all. In terms of complexity our results are negative, in 
the sense that the problems are intractable. On the positive side however, the results are in line with existing complexity 
results of related problems.

The novel contribution of this work is a formal methodology for analysing norms and norm enforcement used for coordi-
nating the behaviour of rational agents. This is realised by applying game theory/mechanism design techniques to study the 
effects of logic-based norms on multi-agent systems. We ground the theoretical analysis in an executable multi-agent setting 
to allow the development of norm-based coordination mechanisms for multi-agent systems. This paper extends and revises 
the work presented in [19]. The idea of norm-based mechanism design was first proposed in the extended abstract [18]. 
In comparison with [19] we significantly revise the formal setting, add new complexity results to new decision problems 
(weak and strong implementability) and give full proofs. In addition, the executable specification language as well as the 
related work section and a running example are new. The design of the executable specification language is inspired by the 
programming languages proposed in [28] and [27] for which an interpreter, called 2OPL (Organisation-Oriented Program-
ming Language), has been developed.1 One of the main differences between these languages and our proposed executable 
specification language is the representation of norms. While norms in [28] and [27] are state-based (i.e., norms represent 
prohibited states), the proposed specification language in this paper considers conditional action-based norms (i.e., norms 
represent prohibited actions in specific states).

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, Section 2 presents concurrent game structures as models for multi-agent 
environments and connects it to game theory. Section 3 introduces a specification language for norm-based multi-agent en-
vironments, extends the formal setting of environments with norms and sanctions, and introduces the concept of norm-based 
mechanism design. Section 4 investigates the complexity of two implementation problems. Section 5 grounds the proposed 
approach by linking it to a norm-based multi-agent environment programming language. Finally, related work is discussed 
and some conclusions are drawn. The formal proofs about the computational complexity can be found in the appendix.

2. Multi-agent environment model

In order to illustrate our proposal, we shall use the following example throughout the paper. The example is closely 
related to the well-known train-gate controller example presented by [9]. Though, we slightly modify it to highlight the 
rational, decentralized decision making aspect of the car drivers.

Example 1 (Narrow road example). The scenario consists of a narrowed road and two cars at the opposite ends of the road. 
The cars cannot simultaneously pass through the narrowed road. In this scenario, both cars can wait for each other forever, 

1 http :/ /oopluu .sourceforge .net/.

http://oopluu.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 1. Road scenario.

both can move simultaneously causing a congestion/crash at the middle of the road, or one can move while the other is 
waiting. There are two alternatives for the latter case: either the first car moves while the second is waiting or vice versa. 
The system designer prefers one of these two alternatives. In order to realise this behaviour, the system designer aims 
at synthesizing a set of norms and corresponding sanctions such that when they are enforced the behaviour of the cars 
satisfies the given (system) preference assuming that the drivers’ behaviours are driven by their own individual preferences. 
This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1, where proposition px

i indicates that car i is at position x ∈ {s, m, e} (s: start position, 
m: middle position, e: end position). We assume the following states in this scenario:

• q0: the cars are at their starting positions, i.e., ps
1 ∧ ps

2 holds
• q1: car 1 is at its ending and car 2 is at its starting position, i.e., pe

1 ∧ ps
2 holds

• q2: car 1 is at its starting and car 2 is at its ending position, i.e., ps
1 ∧ pe

2 holds
• q3: the cars are congested in the middle of the road, i.e., pm

1 ∧ pm
2 holds

• q4: the cars are at their ending positions, i.e., pe
1 ∧ pe

2 holds

2.1. Concurrent structures and strategies

In the following we introduce concurrent game structures (CGSs) from [9] (modulo minor modifications). They serve as 
models for our formal analysis of the environment in multi-agent systems. An environment in a multi-agent system is 
assumed to be specified in terms of a set of states, possibly including an initial state, and a set of (synchronized and 
concurrent) transitions. Informally speaking, a CGS is given by a labelled transition system where transitions are activated 
by action profiles.

Definition 1 (CGS, pointed). A concurrent game structure (CGS) is a tuple M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o), comprising a nonempty 
finite set of all agents Agt = {1, . . . ,k}, a nonempty finite set of states Q , a nonempty finite set of atomic propositions 
� (also called propositional symbols) and their valuation π : Q → P(�), and a nonempty finite set of (atomic) actions 
Act . Function d : Agt × Q → P(Act)\{∅} defines nonempty sets of actions available to agents at each state, and o is a 
(deterministic) transition function that assigns the outcome state q′ = o(q, (α1, . . . , αk)) to state q and a tuple of actions 
(α1, . . . , αk) with αi ∈ d(i, q) and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, that can be executed by Agt in q. A pointed CGS is given by (M, q) where M is 
a CGS and q is a state in it.

In the following, we write di(q) instead of d(i, q) and o(q, 	α) instead of o(q, (α1, . . . , αk)) for 	α = (α1, . . . , αk). In CGSs it 
is assumed that all the agents execute their actions synchronously.2 The combination of actions together with the current 
state determines the next transition of the system.

Example 2 (CGS). Our scenario from Example 1 is formally modelled by CGS M1 = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o), shown in Fig. 2, 
where

• Agt= {1, 2},
• Q = {q0, . . . , q4},
• � = {px

i | i ∈ {1, 2} and x ∈ {s, m, e}},
• Act = {M, W },
• the function d is defined as

2 We note that the framework allows to model turn-based games as a special case.
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Fig. 2. The CGS M1 modelling the scenario from Example 1. Nodes represent system states, bold symbols qi assigned to nodes are state names, and 
elements px

i within a node are atomic propositions that hold in the state.

d1(q0)= {W , M} d2(q0)= {W , M}
d1(q1)= {W } d2(q1)= {W , M}
d1(q2)= {W , M} d2(q2)= {W }
d1(q3)= {W } d2(q3)= {W }
d1(q4)= {W } d2(q4)= {W }

• π and o are defined as illustrated in Fig. 2, e.g. o(q0, (M, M)) = q3.

We note that agent 1 and 2 have no choice other than to wait (W ) in states {q1, q3, q4} and states {q2, q3, q4}, respectively.

In the following we assume that a CGS M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) is given, if not said otherwise. A strategy of agent i is 
a conditional plan that specifies what i is going to do in each situation. It makes sense, from a conceptual and computational 
point of view, to distinguish between two types of “situations” (and hence strategies): an agent might base its decision only 
on the current state or on the whole history of events that have happened. In this paper we only consider the former type 
of strategies which are often called memoryless or positional. In general, memoryless strategies enjoy better computational 
properties than the second type of strategies called perfect-recall strategies. Note that ‘memoryless’ sounds more severe 
than it actually is: an agent is still able to base decisions on the current state; thus, finite histories up to an arbitrary but 
fixed length could be encoded within states.

Definition 2 (Strategy). A (memoryless) strategy for agent i is a function si : Q → Act such that si(q) ∈ di(q). The set of such 
strategies is denoted by �i . A collective strategy for a group of agents A = {i1, . . . , ir} ⊆ Agt is a tuple3 sA = (si1 , . . . , sir )

where each si j , 1 ≤ j ≤ r, is a strategy for agent i j . The set of A’s collective strategies is given by �A =∏
i∈A �i . The set of 

all (complete) strategy profiles is defined as � =�Agt.

Given the notation above, (s1, s2) is a collective strategy of agents 1 and 2. A path λ = q0q1 . . . ∈ Qω is an infinite 
sequence of states such that for each j = 0, 1, . . . there is an action tuple 	α ∈ dAgt(q j) with o(q j, 	α) = q j+1. The set of all 
paths starting in state q is denoted by �M(q). We write λ[ j] to refer to the j-th state on path λ, and λ[ j, ∞] to refer to the 
(sub)path q jq j+1 . . . of λ. Function outM(q, s) returns the unique path that occurs when the agents execute (the complete) 
strategy profile s from state q onward.

Definition 3 (Outcome). The outcome outM(q, s) of a complete strategy profile s = (s1, . . . , sk) from state q in model M is the path 
λ = q0q1q2 . . . such that q0 = q and for each j = 0, 1, 2, . . . there is an action tuple 	α j = (α

j
1, . . . , α

j
k) with α j

i = si(q j) for 
every i ∈Agt, and o(q j, 	α j) = q j+1. Often, we will omit subscript “M” from outM(q, s) if clear from context.

The following example illustrates how strategies in our example scenario can be represented.

3 We assume some implicit ordering among the agents to obtain a unique representative of a strategy profile.
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Example 3 (Strategies). In the CGS from Example 2, we encode individual strategies by a 5-tuple prescribing an action for 
each state. However, as agent 1 (resp. agent 2) has no choice other than to wait (W ) in states q1, q3, and q4 (resp. q2, q3, 
and q4), we encode strategies by a tuple xy, indicating that agent 1 (resp. agent 2) executes actions x in q0 and y in q2
(resp. x in q0 and y in q1). The strategy MW for agent 1 selects M in state q0 and W in state q2 (and also W for states q1, 
q3, and q4). Each agent has therefore 4 strategies resulting in a total of 16 different strategy profiles. Note that a strategy 
defines an action for all possible states even those not reachable if the current strategy is implemented. Therefore, some 
strategy profiles have identical outcome paths. For example, all strategies profiles in the set {(M	1, M	2) | 	1, 	2 ∈ {W , M}}
result in the path q0qω

3 .

2.2. Agents’ preferences

In the behavioural analysis of multi-agent systems, preferences of agents are often of utmost importance. They are the 
driving force of agents’ behaviour. In the models we are considering, the agents’ preferences are defined on the executions 
of the environment and thus paths in the corresponding CGS. Hence, we assume that agents prefer some executions over 
others. Therefore, we use temporal formulae to describe sets of paths. This idea was already followed in several pieces of 
work for similar purposes, e.g. [1] used CTL to represent agents’ preferences and [23,21] used ATL for the same purpose, 
where [65] used ATL for the representation of the objective of the social law. In this paper we use linear temporal logic LTL, 
first proposed by [56] for the verification of programs, for modelling preferences of agents. The logic extends propositional 
logic with operators that allow to express temporal patterns over infinite sequences of sets of propositions. It allows to ex-
press natural properties related to safety, liveness and fairness properties and combinations thereof. As we aim at evaluating 
system paths, which are infinite sequences of states, we need a logic which allows to compare paths rather than a logic 
the formulae of which are evaluated in states. This makes LTL a more natural choice than, e.g., CTL and ATL. The basic 
temporal operators are U (until), � (always), � (eventually) and © (in the next state). As before, propositions, drawn from a 
finite and non-empty set �, are used to describe properties of states.

Definition 4 (Language LTL). Let � be a finite, non-empty set of propositions. The formulae of LTL� are generated by the 
following grammar, where p ∈ � is a proposition: ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕUϕ | ©ϕ . For convenience, we define the two 
temporal operators �ϕ and �ϕ as macros Uϕ and ¬�¬ϕ , respectively, where  ≡ p ∨ ¬p denotes universal truth. We 
will omit the set of propositions “�” as subscript of LTL� if clear from context.

LTL-formulae are interpreted over ω-sequences4 (infinite words) w over sets of propositions, i.e. w ∈ P(�)ω . We use 
the same notation for words w as introduced for paths λ, e.g. w[i] and w[i, ∞]. We note that a model M and a path 
λ in M—more precisely the valuation function included in the model—induce such an ω-sequence. However, we give the 
semantics in more general terms because it shall later prove convenient when relating the setting to mechanism design.

Definition 5 (Semantics |=LTL). Let � be a finite, non-empty set of propositions and w ∈ P(�)ω . The semantics of 
LTL�-formulae is given by the satisfaction relation |=LTL defined by the following cases:

w |=LTL p iff p ∈ w[0] and p ∈�;
w |=LTL ¬ϕ iff not w |=LTL ϕ (we write w �|=LTL ϕ);
w |=LTL ϕ ∧ψ iff w |=LTL ϕ and w |=LTL ψ ;
w |=LTL ©ϕ iff w[1, ∞] |=LTL ϕ; and
w |=LTL ϕUψ iff there is an i ∈N0 such that w[i, ∞] |=ψ and w[ j, ∞] |=LTL ϕ for all 0 ≤ j < i.

Given a path λ and a valuation π we also write π(λ) for π(λ[0])π(λ[1]) . . . . Moreover, we just write λ |= ϕ if the model 
and its valuation function are clear from context. Similarly, we usually omit LTL in |=LTL .

Example 4 (Preference). In our scenario, we assume that car 1 has the preference ps
1 ∧ ps

2 →©pe
1 modelling that it wants the 

next state to be its ending state (i.e., it prefers to pass through the narrow passage as the first car). The path q0qω
2 violates 

the preference, we have: π(q0qω
2 ) �|= ps

1 ∧ ps
2 →©pe

1 for π being the valuation function of M1 from Example 2.

We use preference lists to define preferences of agents [23]. Such a list consists of a sequence of LTL-formulae each 
coupled with a natural number. The formula is a binary classifier of paths in the model—considering the induced ω-words 
over propositions. The natural number assigns a utility to the paths which satisfy the respective formula. Thus, a preference 
list assigns a utility value to all paths in a model.

4 We could also give a semantics over paths in a given model. We use ω-sequences over sets of propositions as it makes the semantics independent of 
the structure of a specific model which shall prove useful when relating the setting to mechanism design in Section 3.
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Definition 6 (Preference list, preference profile). A preference list over a set of propositions � of an agent i ∈ Agt= {1, . . . , k}
is given by a finite sequence γi = ((ϕ1, u1), . . . , (ϕl−1, ul−1), (ϕl, ul)) where each ϕ j ∈ LTL� , each u j ∈N for j = 1, . . . , l − 1, 
ϕl =, and ul = 0. A preference profile over � and Agt is given by 	γ = (γ1, . . . , γk) containing a preference list over � for 
each agent in Agt. We typically use Prefs to denote a non-empty set of such preference profiles. We omit mentioning the 
set of propositions � and the set of agents Agt, respectively, if clear from context.

A preference list of an agent may be interpreted as the agent’s goals, denoting the behaviours that the agent wants to 
realise. Given an agent i ∈Agt with preference list γ = ((ϕ1, u1), . . . , (ϕl, ul)), a word w is assigned utility u j (to denote the 
utility of outcome path λ with π(λ) = w for agent i) if ϕ j is the formula with the smallest index j in γ that is satisfied 
on w , i.e., w |= ϕ j and for all l < j we have that w �|= ϕl . Note that there is always a formula in γ which is satisfied on w
since the last formula in a preference list is required to be .

Example 5 (Preference profiles). In our scenario, we consider the following two preference profiles 	γ1 and 	γ2 of the cars 
where proposition finei should be read as agent i has received a fine.

	γ1 = {((©pe
1 ∧�¬fine1,3), (�pe

1 ∧�¬fine1,2), (�¬fine1,1), (,0)),

((©pe
2 ∧�¬fine2,3), (�pe

2 ∧�¬fine2,2), (�¬fine2,1), (,0)) }

	γ2 = {((©(pe
1 ∧ pe

2)∧�¬fine1,3), (©pe
1 ∧�¬fine1,2), (�¬fine1,1), (,0)),

((©(pe
1 ∧ pe

2)∧�¬fine2,3), (©pe
2 ∧�¬fine2,2), (�¬fine2,1), (,0)) }

The first preference profile is egoistic in the sense that the cars first prefer to reach their end positions directly without 
any sanction, then eventually to get to their end positions without any sanction, and finally to get no sanction. The second 
preference profile is more social because cars now first prefer that they both get to their end positions directly.

We note that technically fine1 and fine2 are simply two fresh propositional symbols. As before states in the model 
can be labelled with them. Thus, it should be intuitive that the preferences can be used to classify paths according to the 
preferences. Later, in Section 3.1.4 we formally introduce the formal machinery to update a model by such new propositional 
symbols; in particular, in Example 11 we shall return to a formal treatment in the context of this example.

2.3. From CGS to game theory

In order to analyse the behaviour of agents and the emerging system behaviour, we use the machinery of game theory 
(cf. [54]). A strategic game form is a tuple Ĝ = (Agt, (Aci)i∈Agt, O , g) where Agt is the set of agents, Aci is the set of 
actions available to agent i ∈ Agt, O is a set of outcomes, and g : Ac → O with Ac = ×i∈Agt Aci is an outcome function 
that associates an outcome with every action profile. For the sake of readability, we use the same notation for agents 
in strategic game forms and CGSs. A strategic game G = (Ĝ, (�i)i∈Agt) extends a strategic game form with a preference 
relation �i on O for each agent i ∈Agt. The preference relation of agent i induces a preference relation on action profiles: 
a1 �i a2 iff g(a1) �i g(a2) for any a1, a2 ∈ Ac. We also use payoff functions μi : O  → R to represent preference relations 
where higher payoff values correspond to more preferred outcomes.

It is well known how an extensive form game can be transformed to a strategic game without changing specific sets of 
strategy profiles, e.g. the set of Nash equilibria. The next definition connects CGSs to strategic games following the notation 
of [23]. The actions of the strategic game correspond to the (memoryless) strategies in the CGS. A payoff function is obtained 
from preference profiles and the outcome paths resulting from strategy profiles.

Definition 7 (CGS � strategic game form, strategic game). Let (M, q) be a pointed CGS with Agt = {1, . . . , k} and 	γ =
(γ1, . . . , γk) ∈ Prefs be a preference profile. We define (M, q) as the strategic game form (Agt, (�i)i∈Agt, �M(q), g) as-
sociated with (M, q) where Agt is the set of agents in M, �i is the set of strategies of agent i (cf. Definition 2), �M(q) the 
set of all paths in M starting in state q, and g(s) = outM(q, s) for s ∈�Agt. Moreover, we define (M, q, 	γ ) as the strategic 
game ((M, q), (μi)i∈Agt) associated with (M, q) and 	γ , where for all s ∈�Agt the payoff function μi is defined as follows: 
μi(s) = u j where γi = ((ϕ1, u1), . . . , (ϕl−1, ul−1), (ϕl, ul)) and j is the minimal index such that π(outM(q, s)) |=LTL ϕ j .

In general, not all paths from a CGS can be obtained by memoryless strategies, i.e. 
⋃

s∈�Agt
outM(q, s) �= �M(q). As 

mentioned before, we use memoryless strategies because of their better computational properties. Note that the obtained 
strategic game form is always finite as the set of strategies of each agent is finite. Note also that the just defined strategic 
game is well-defined, especially because for the last entry (ϕ, u) of each preference list we have that ϕ =.

Example 6 (Strategic game form). For our car scenario, the strategic game form (M1, q0) associated with (M1, q0) is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Strategies are represented according to the conventions of Example 3.
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1\2 M	2 W M W W

M	1 q0qω
3 q0q1qω

4 q0qω
1

W M q0q2qω
4 qω

0 qω
0

W W q0qω
2 qω

0 qω
0

Fig. 3. The strategic game form (M1,q0) associated with the pointed CGS (M1,q0) from Example 2. We have 	1, 	2 ∈ {M, W }.

(M1, q0, 	γ1)

1\2 M	2 W M W W

M	1 1\1 3\2 3\1
W M 2\3 1\1 1\1
W W 1\3 1\1 1\1

(M1, q0, 	γ2)

1\2 M	2 W M W W

M	1 1\1 2\1 2\1
W M 1\2 1\1 1\1
W W 1\2 1\1 1\1

Fig. 4. The strategic games (M1, q0, 	γ1) and (M1, q0, 	γ2). Again, we have 	1, 	2 ∈ {M, W }. Payoff profiles given in bold indicate Nash equilibria. We use 
x\y to denote a payoff of x and y for agent 1 and 2, respectively.

A game theoretic solution concept, e.g. Nash equilibria or dominant strategy equilibrium, can be considered as a function 
S the domain of which is the set of strategic games and the image of which is a set of strategy profiles [54]. That is, 
for each strategic game G with strategy profiles � we have that S(G) ⊆ �. We assume that the reader is familiar with 
the notion of solution concept and refer to [54] for further details. In the present work we are mainly concerned with 
the concept of Nash equilibrium and also discuss dominant strategy equilibrium. Therefore, we give the basic definitions. 
An action profile (a1, . . . , ak), containing an action for each agent, is a Nash equilibrium if no agent can unilaterally deviate 
to get a better payoff; that is, for each agent i it must be the case that for all actions a′i of that agent it holds that 
(a1, . . . , ak) �i (a1, . . . , ai−1, a′i, ai+1, . . . , ak). We use NE(G) to refer to the Nash equilibria in a given game G . A dominant 
strategy equilibrium is a stronger notion. Formally, a profile (a1, . . . , ak) is a (weakly) dominant strategy equilibrium if for 
each agent i, the action ai is the best action independent of the choices of the opponents. Such an action ai is called 
(weakly) dominant strategy.5 We refer to [58] for more details. Furthermore, we use DOE(G) to refer to the set of dominant 
strategy equilibria in a given game G . We lift the notion to tuples consisting of a CGS M and a preference profile 	γ by 
S(M, q, 	γ ) := S((M, q, 	γ )).

Example 7 (Example 6 contd.: strategic games). We include the preference profiles 	γ1 and 	γ1, respectively, from Exam-
ple 5 in the strategic game form of Example 6. We obtain the strategic games (M1, q0, 	γ1) and (M1, q0, 	γ2) which 
are shown in Fig. 4. Bold entries are used to identify Nash equilibria. For example, we have that NE(M1, q0, 	γ1) =
{(W M, M	2) | 	2 ∈ {M, W }} ∪ {(M	1, W M) | 	1 ∈ {M, W }}. The game (M1, q0, 	γ1) has no dominant strategy equilibria 
whereas DOE(M1, q0, 	γ2) = {(M	1, M	2) | 	1, 	2 ∈ {M, W }}.

It is worth to note that pure Nash equilibria as well as dominant strategy equilibria may not exist. The matching pennies 
game6 is a classical, strictly-competitive game without Nash equilibria [54].

Concluding remarks

In this section we introduced the formal setting in which we shall study the effects of imposing norms on a multi-agent 
system. We used LTL to define agent’s preferences. In combination with concurrent game structures they allow us to relate 
the multi-agent setting to normal form games, which are a well-studied mathematical model to investigate the outcome 
of interactions among rational agents. We presented the concept of Nash equilibrium and dominant strategy equilibrium as 
examples to capture agents’ rational behaviour. The general idea of normative mechanism design, introduced in the next 
section, however, does not depend on a specific solution concept.

3. Norm-based mechanism design

So far we have considered a concurrent game structure as a formal tool to model a multi-agent system. We also assumed 
that agents have preferences over the system behaviour. As the actual agents’ preferences may not be known in advance, we 
may only assume that a set of possible preference profiles over the system behaviour is given—containing those preferences 
which seem sensible to the system designer. In the previous section we explained how these ingredients set the stage to 
analyse the “optimal” behaviours of the multi-agent systems by considering the equilibria of the game constructed from the 
concurrent game structure and the preference profiles. With “optimal” we refer to the system behaviours that correspond 

5 We note that this is a rather weak definition of dominance, other definitions use a strict preference relation a �i a′ , defined as a �i a′ and not a′ �i a.
6 Each of two agents shows one side of a coin. One agent wins if both coins show the same side. The other wins if this is not the case. The matching 

pennies game can, e.g., also be found in [54].
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Notation Description Defined/Used Page

Agt set of players Definition 1 100
Act set of actions Definition 1 100
αi action of player i, used in the multi-agent setting Definition 1 100
Q set of states Definition 1 100
q state Definition 1 100
M concurrent game structure Definition 1 100
� set of (memoryless) strategies Definition 2 99
� set of paths Section 2.1 100

out outcome of strategy Definition 3 101
s memoryless strategy Definitions 2 101
γi preference list of player i Definition 6 103

Prefs set of preference lists Definition 6 103
μi utility function of player i Definition 7 103
O outcomes Section 2.3 103
�i preference relation of player i Section 2.3 103
ai action of player i, used in the game theoretical setting Section 2.3 103

G , Ĝ strategic game, strategic game form/mechanism Section 2.3 103
G a set of strategic game forms Section 3.1.1 105
S a solution concept Section 3.1.1 105
P players Section 3.1.1 105
f normative behaviour function Definition 8 106
� propositions (hard and soft facts) Section 3.1.3 106
�h hard facts Section 3.1.3 106
�s soft facts Section 3.1.3 106
A subset of action profiles Definition 9 107
N normative system Definition 9 107
Nε empty normative system Definition 9 107
RN set of regimentation norms Definition 9 107
SN set of sanctioning norms Definition 9 107
I implementation setting Definition 12 112
N set of normative systems Definition 12 112

Acti set of actions of player i Definition 15 117

Fig. 5. Overview of commonly used notation.

to the outcome of Nash equilibria. In this section, we further assume that a social choice function is given that models the 
multi-agent system designer’s preferred system behaviour, also called the social perspective. A social choice function indicates 
the system behaviour that is socially preferred (or preferred by the system designer) when the agents act according to a 
specific preference profile.

The problem that we consider in this section is the implementation problem that can be formulated as follows. Suppose 
that for a given set of agents’ preference profiles the socially preferred system behaviour is not aligned with the agents’ 
preferred system behaviour, i.e. for the given agents’ preference profiles the optimal system behaviour from the agents’ 
perspective (represented by Nash equilibria) is not aligned/contradicts with the optimal system behaviour from the system 
designer’s perspective (represented by the social choice function). The question is whether the enforcement of some norms 
(e.g., by means of regimentation and sanctions) on the agents’ behaviour can align the preferred system behaviour from 
both perspectives, i.e., whether the enforcement of some norms on the agents’ behaviour can change the agents’ behaviour 
toward the socially preferred system behaviour. A second more elaborate question is about the existence of a set of norms 
whose enforcement aligns the preferred system behaviour from the agents’ as well as system designer’s perspectives. We 
coin the design of a set of norms to change the agents’ behaviour, which is inspired by mechanism design, norm-based 
mechanism design.

In order to ease the reading of the rest of this paper, we list some of the concepts used in our formalisation and their 
notation in Fig. 5.

3.1. Preliminaries

We start with reviewing concepts from classical mechanism design and introducing corresponding concepts for norm-
based mechanism design. In particular, we define the concept of normative behaviour function which is the counterpart 
of the concept of social choice function in classical mechanism design. We then introduce the concept of norms and 
norm-based multi-agent system, and explain how they can influence the agents’ behaviour. We define the notion of norm 
enforcement formally as an update function that changes the specification of the multi-agent system based on a given set 
of norms. These concepts set the stage for norm-based mechanism design.

3.1.1. Classical mechanism design
In our exposition of classical mechanism design we mostly follow the presentation of [54], in particular we often use 

their notation which allows us to clearly relate the classical concepts with the corresponding ones of norm-based mecha-
nism design. In social choice theory a social choice rule f : P →P(O ) assigns a subset of outcomes from the set of outcomes 
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O to a preference profile � = (�i)i∈Agt ∈ P , consisting of a preference relation �i over O for each agent from Agt. Here, 
we consider P to be a set of such preference profiles. In contrast, a social choice function picks exactly one element of the 
outcome rather than a set of outcomes. For example, a profile (� f ast

1 , � f ast
2 ) could express that both agents have a pref-

erence for driving fast. In that case a social choice function can be used to map the preference profile to the outcome oh

representing “build highway”, i.e. f ((� f ast
1 , � f ast

2 )) = oh .
In the following discussion we focus on social choice rules. The outcome f (�) is the social outcome defined by the social 

choice rule f . Mechanism design is concerned with the problem of constructing a mechanism—a strategic game form—which 
implements a social choice rule assuming a specific rational behaviour of the agents. The mechanism is constructed over a 
structure fixing the set of agents Agt, the set of possible outcomes O , the set of possible preference profiles P over outcomes 
O , and a set of strategic game forms G with outcomes in O . The mechanism is drawn from G . This fixed structure has 
different names in the literature. Osborne and Rubinstein [54] refer to it as environment while Shoham and Leyton-Brown 
[58] use a related formalisation in terms of Bayesian game settings. We follow [54] but, in order to avoid confusion with 
our notation, refer to the structure as implementation setting. Now, a strategic game form G ∈ G together with a preference 
profile �∈ P defines a strategic game (G, �). Given a solution concept S (e.g., Nash equilibrium) for strategic games, i.e. a 
mapping from (G, �) to a set of action profiles, we can formulate the S-implementation problem over an implementation 
setting as follows. A game form G ∈ G S-implements the social choice rule f over P if, and only if, for all preference profiles 
�∈ P and all equilibria (a1, . . . , a|Agt|) ∈ S(G, �) we have that the outcome obtained by (a1, . . . , a|Agt|) is contained7 in 
f (�). We emphasize that S(G, �) contains the strategy profiles in the game (G, �) that satisfy the solution concept S .

3.1.2. Normative behaviour function
As discussed above, in social choice theory a social choice rule assigns outcomes to given profiles of preferences. In our 

setting, the social choice rule represents the preference of the system designer and is defined as a function8 that assigns an 
LTL-formula—describing a set of paths—to each preference profile (a sequence of sequences of LTL-formulae) of the agents. 
From now on, when considering norm-based mechanism design concepts we use our own notation that has been introduced 
in previous sections.

Definition 8 (Normative behaviour function). Let Prefs be a set of preference profiles over �. A normative behaviour function8

f is a mapping f :Prefs→ LTL� .

Similar to classical mechanism design, the preference of the system designer describes the designer’s desired outcome if 
the agents had the given preference profile as their true profile. Thus, representing the preference of the system designer 
by a (normative behaviour) function allows us to model the system designer’s uncertainty about the true preferences of 
the agents. The following is a simple example where the preference of the system designer is independent of the agents’ 
preferences such that it maps possible preference profiles to an LTL-formula. We choose deliberately to keep the example 
simple, but it should be clear that the preference of the system designer is not always a single formula and often depends 
on the agents’ preferences.

Example 8 (Normative behaviour function). We assume that the preference of the system designer is represented by the 
following normative behaviour function, which indicates that in all cases the first car should reach its end position directly: 
f ( 	γi) =©pe

1.

We refer to the outcome as the normative outcome wrt. a given preference profile. In our view, the aim of norm-based 
mechanism design is to come up with a norm-based mechanism (i.e., an environment specified in terms of actions, norms and 
sanctions) such that the agents—again following some rationality criterion according to their preferences—behave in such 
a way that the possible environment executions stay within the normative outcome. The idea is that norms and sanctions 
will (de)motivate agents to perform specific actions.

Example 9 (Non-aligned preferences). Following Example 7, for 	γ1, the path q0q2qω
4 (yielded by strategy profile (W M, MW ), 

which is a Nash equilibrium) in M1 does not satisfy the preference f ( 	γ1) of the system designer.

3.1.3. Normative system, hard and soft facts
In the remainder of this section, let � again be a finite and non-empty set of propositions. We assume that � can be 

partitioned into two types of propositions: the set �h denotes the hard facts and �s the soft facts. Hard facts describe the 
(physical/brute) properties of the multi-agent environment which in turn are used to define the action structure of a CGS. 

7 Sometimes, it is assumed that all outcomes specified by f (�) can be obtained by some equilibrium. It is also common to consider a social choice 
function that maps to single outcomes rather than a social choice rule.

8 We emphasize its definition as a function. When considering the set of paths satisfying a LTL-formula rather than the formula itself, however, it shows 
the characteristics of a social choice rule.
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For example, typical hard facts describe that a car is at a certain position or that the traffic light is red. Soft facts are used 
to model properties which do not affect the action structure but can affect the agents’ preferences. For example, they model 
that a car has violated a traffic norm, a car received a fine, or a car arrived late at its destination (where we use car as a 
shorthand for “the driver of a car” etc.). In other words, the modification of soft facts does not change the available actions 
nor their executability but they can affect the evaluation of the agents’ preferences.

The classification into hard and soft facts depends on the specific modelling. In the following we assume that we are 
given a set of hard facts �h and a set of soft facts �s , where sets are finite, non-empty and disjoint. Therefore, we assume 
that a CGS M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) is given with � =�h ∪�s . In this paper, we also distinguish between two types 
of norms. Sanctioning norms are enforced through sanctions imposed on the execution of actions from specific states. Regi-
menting norms are enforced by modifying the effect of the execution of actions from a specific state; they make the actions 
effectless [27]. In the following, we use PLX for a set X of propositional atoms to refer to all propositional formulae over X
and denote by |=PL the satisfaction relation of propositional logic.

Definition 9 (Norms and normative system). A norm (over M) is an element from PL�h ×P(Actk)\{∅} × (P(�s)\{∅} ∪ {⊥}). 
A norm of type (ϕ, A, ⊥) is a regimenting norm and one of type (ϕ, A, S) with non-empty S ⊆�s a sanctioning norm. A set 
of such norms N is called a normative system (over M) with a typical norm denoted by η. Nε = ∅ is the empty normative 
system, and Nrs = {N1, N2, . . .} is the set of all normative systems. We define Ns and Nr as the set of all normative systems 
consisting of only sanctioning and regimenting norms, respectively. We often write (ϕ, A, ·) to refer to a sanctioning or 
regimenting norm.

A norm (ϕ, A, ⊥) should be read as: “it is forbidden to perform action profiles from A in ϕ-states (i.e. states in which 
ϕ holds) and that the enforcement of this norm prevents action profiles in A to be performed”. A norm (ϕ, A, S) should 
be read as: “it is forbidden to perform action profiles from A in ϕ-states and that the enforcement of this norm imposes 
sanctions S on the states resulting by performing the very action profile from A in a ϕ-state”. The basic idea is that 
sanctioning norms enforced on a model change the valuation of states by soft facts only; that is, the underlying physical 
structure represented by hard facts remains intact and thereby the action structure of the model remains intact. As we will 
see later in this paper, the agents’ preferences are also defined on soft facts such that any changes in valuations of states by 
soft facts may affect agents’ rational behaviour. Regimenting norms affect the physical structure as they directly affect the 
action structure of the model.

We note that a norm (ϕ, A, ·) can be seen as a prohibition (“it is prohibited that any action profile in A is executed in 
states satisfying ϕ”) but just as well as a obligation to perform an action profile not in A in any state satisfying ϕ . This also 
corresponds to the duality of obligations and prohibitions: a prohibition of doing an action, is the same as being obliged to 
not doing the action.

Example 10 (Norms). In order to avoid cars to congest in the narrow part of the road we introduce two sanctioning norms. 
The first norm prohibits the first car to wait in the start position ps

1 ∧ ps
2 when the second car waits as well. The violation 

of this norm imposes sanction fine1 (i.e., car 1 is sanctioned). This norm is represented as (ps
1 ∧ ps

2, {(W , W )}, {fine1}). The 
second norm prohibits the second car to move in the start position. This norm is represented as (ps

1 ∧ ps
2, {(	, M) | 	 ∈

{M, W }}, {fine2}). Note that these norms implement a priority for passage in the narrowed road by obliging car 1 to move 
and car 2 to wait.

It is important to note that sanctioning norms can directly influence the (quantitative) utility that an agent obtains 
as specific elements of a preference list may no longer be satisfiable. To illustrate this, consider the preference profile 	γ1
introduced in Example 5:

	γ1 = { ((©pe
1 ∧�¬fine1,3), (�pe

1 ∧�¬fine1,2), (�¬fine1,1), (,0))

((©pe
2 ∧�¬fine2,3), (�pe

2 ∧�¬fine2,2), (�¬fine2,1), (,0)) }
In general, there can be an outcome of the system which ensures agent 1 a payoff of 3, i.e. an outcome that satisfies 
©pe

1 ∧�¬fine1. The enforcement of a norm by sanctioning norms of type (ϕ, A, {fine1}) for an appropriate formula ϕ and 
set of action profiles A, however, can make it impossible to yield outcomes on which ¬�fine1 holds. In such a case, it 
would be impossible for the agent to obtain a utility of 3. The technical details of this procedure are introduced in the next 
section.

3.1.4. Norm-based update
In order to examine the impact of the enforcement of a set of norms on multi-agent systems, we need to determine 

applicable norms and their sanctions. Therefore, we need to decide which norms are applicable in a concurrent game 
structure and what are the sanctions that should be imposed on the concurrent game structure. A norm η = (ϕ, A, ·) is 
applicable in a state which satisfies ϕ and in which an action tuple from A is being performed.
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Definition 10 (Applicable norms and sanctions). Let N ∈Nrs be a normative system, X ⊆ � be a set of facts, and 	α be an 
action profile. The set of norms from N applicable wrt. X and 	α, denoted by AppN(X, 	α), is defined as follows:

AppN(X, 	α)= {η ∈ N | η= (ϕ,A, ·) with X |=PL ϕ and 	α ∈A}.
The set of sanctions from N that should be imposed based on X and 	α, denoted as SanN(X, 	α), is computed as follows:

SanN(X, 	α)=
{ ⋃{S | (ϕ,A, S) ∈ AppN(X, 	α)} if AppN(X, 	α) contains no regimenting norm,
{⊥} otherwise.

We note that the evaluation of X |=PL ϕ can be done in polynomial time as it corresponds to evaluating a propositional 
formula with respect to a given truth assignment represented by the set X . Note that we use a set of facts X ⊆� (rather 
than a state q ∈ Q) that triggers norms and sanctions. We do this in order to reuse this definition later on in this paper. In 
the following, we use SanN(π(q), 	α) to determine the sanctions wrt. N, q and 	α. We emphasize that the computed sanctions 
in a state q are meant to be imposed on the state which is reached when executing 	α , i.e., the computed sanctions are 
imposed on state o(q, 	α).

The enforcement of a set of norms on a multi-agent system can be modelled as updating the concurrent game structure 
of the multi-agent system by a normative system, i.e. by regimenting or sanctioning behaviour depending on the type of 
norm.

Definition 11 (Update by norms). Let M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) be a concurrent game structure and N ∈Nrs be a norma-
tive system over M. The update of M with N, denoted by M � N, is the CGS (Agt, Q ′, �, π ′, Act, d′, o′) where

1. Q ′ := Q ∪ { (q, S) | ∃q′ ∈ Q, 	α ∈ Actk : o(q′, 	α) = q, S = SanN(π(q′), 	α) and {⊥} �= S �= ∅ }
2. π ′(x) =

{
π(x) if x ∈ Q

π(q)∪ S if x= (q, S)

3. d′i(x) = di(q) where x = q or x = (q, S), and i ∈Agt

4. o′(x, 	α) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(o(q, 	α), S) if S = SanN(π(q), 	α) and {⊥} �= S �= ∅
o(q, 	α) if SanN(π(q), 	α)= ∅
x otherwise (i.e. {⊥} = SanN(π(q), 	α))

for either x = (q, S ′) with S ′ ⊆�s , or x = q.

The first item shows how to duplicate states in Q that are sanctioned but not regimented. The second item defines the 
updated evaluation of (sanctioned) states. The third item ensures that the new (duplicated) states have the same options 
as their original counterparts. This is due to the fact that sanctions are solely defined on soft propositions not affecting 
the transition structure. Finally, the fourth item ensures that the outcome of actions from either the states in Q or their 
(new) duplicates are in accordance with the original model whenever the actions in those states are not regimented; 
otherwise when regimented, the actions have no effect and loop in the same state. It is important to notice that looping of 
a regimented action in a state models a situation where the action cannot be performed and should therefore be interpreted 
as non-performance of the action. In this case the system remains in the same state. The following example illustrates how 
the effect of actions is determined in an updated model.

Example 11 (Norm-based update). The norm-based update of the environment model M1, as illustrated in Fig. 2, based on 
the normative system N1 = { (ps

1 ∧ ps
2, {(W , W )}, {fine1}), (ps

1 ∧ ps
2, {(	, M) | 	 ∈ {M, W }}, {fine2}) }, denoted by M2 :=M1 �

N1, results in a new CGS shown in Fig. 6. In particular, the effects of action profiles (M, M), (M, W ), and (W , W ) in the 
duplicated state (q0, {fine1}) from M1 � N1 are defined as follows:

o′((q0, {fine1}), (M, M))= (o(q0, (M, M)), {fine2})
o′((q0, {fine1}), (M, W ))= o(q0, (M, W ))

o′((q0, {fine1}), (W , W ))= (q0, {fine1})
A different norm-based update of the environment model M1 by the normative system that consists of only regimenting 
norms N2 = { (ps

1 ∧ ps
2, {(M, M)}, ⊥), (ps

1 ∧ ps
2, {(W , M)}, ⊥) } is illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the regimen-

tation of these norms does not allow car 2 to move at the starting position. Note that in our system only action profiles 
can be the subject of norm regimentation. However, this does not mean that individual agents cannot be the subject to 
norm regimentation. For example, the resulting transition system in Fig. 7 allows car 1 to do a move action in the starting 
position while it prevents the move action of car 2.
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Fig. 6. The CGS M2 models M1 � N1, i.e., the norm-based update of M1 based on N1.

It is important to notice that sanctions do not accumulate through state transitions. This is reflected by the following 
proposition which expresses that states carry the sanctions caused by the most recent action only, or the most recent action 
has been regimented.

Proposition 1 (Non-accumulation of sanctions). Let M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) and M � N = (Agt, Q ′, �, π ′, Act,d′, o′), q ∈ Q
and either x = q or x = (q, S ′) with S ′ ⊆�s . We have

π ′(o′(x, 	α))∩�s =
{

SanN(π(q), 	α) if SanN(π(q), 	α) �= {⊥},
π ′(x)∩�s otherwise.

Proof. Directly follows from Definition 11 because o′ ensures that S ′ is ignored after 	α. �
The non-accumulation of sanctions holds for state transitions that take place based on non-regimented actions. A reg-

imented action that loops in a state with sanctions causes state transitions through which sanctions are not removed 
(consecutive states through regimentation actions are identical). Although this may suggest that sanctions are accumulated 
through consecutive states, the persistence of the sanctions in state transitions caused by regimented actions should not be 
interpreted as receiving sanctions repeatedly. Note that this is consistent with our interpretation that regimented actions 
cannot be performed, i.e., consecutive states through regimented actions should be considered as remaining in one and the 
same state. However, we also agree that an alternative solution could be the one where the regimented norm causes a state 
transition to a fresh copy of the current state with all sanctions removed. This is a design choice. We also note that in a 
previous version of this work [19] we completely removed specific transitions. As a result the selection of individual actions 
by agents could yield invalid action profiles. The selection of such invalid action profiles was then essentially avoided by 
assigning to them a negative utility.

We also observe that updating a CGS with only regimenting norms does not duplicate any state and may only modify 
the accessibility relation between the state. However, updating a CGS with sanctioning norms can duplicate and introduce 
new states. This update is essentially different from norm update as introduced by [1]. In case of regimentation we remove 
accessibility relation between states (by enforcing a looping transition) and in case of sanctioning we add new copies of 
states and extend the accessibility relation. In [1] an update results in restricting the accessibility relation by removing 
transitions from the model. Another characteristic of our model update is that different orders of updates with regimenting 
norms result in the same outcome, which in turn is the same as the single update with the union of regimenting norms. 
That is, we have that:

(M � RN) � RN′ = (M � RN′) � RN = M � (RN∪RN′)
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Fig. 7. Norm-based update of M1 based on N2.

Observe that this is not true for sanctioning norms, i.e., different orders of updates with sanctioning norms do not 
necessarily result in the same CGS. This means that for some CGS M and non-empty sets SN1 and SN2 we may have

(M � SN1) � SN2 �= (M � SN2) � SN1 �= M � (SN1 ∪ SN2).

This is due to the fact that updates of sanctioning norms may duplicate states such that subsequent updates generate 
different states. One obvious reason different orders of updates by sanctioning norms result in different models is of a 
syntactic nature, interpreting = as strict/syntactic equality. We illustrate this with a small example. Suppose that a new 
state (q, S1) is the result of a norm update. Now, if the model is updated by another normative system, this may yield 
states of type ((q, S1), S2). Clearly, reversing the order in which the update is performed yields states of type ((q, S2), S1)

which are different from the previous types of states whenever S1 �= S2. Next we consider an example which shows that 
subsequent updates with sanctioning norms may generate more states than updating with the union of the sanctioning 
norms at once as illustrated in the example below. Conceptually, all norm violations occurring at the same time should also 
be sanctioned immediately. This is reflected in our definition of norm update and illustrated in Example 12 and Fig. 8.

Example 12 (Update order with sanctioning norms). We consider the CSG M shown in Fig. 8 and update it with SN1 =
{(q̂, {a}, {s1})} and SN2 = {(q̂, {a}, {s2})} in different orders, and at once (q̂ is a propositional formula that is true only in 
state q), respectively.

The example showed that the models are different. Interestingly, however, in Example 12 if the models (M � SN1) � SN2, 
(M � SN2) � SN1 and M � (SN1 ∪ SN2) are restricted to states reachable from q, then these models are identical apart from 
the names of their states. Essentially, given a pointed CGS, different orders of updates with sanctioning norms result in 
similar CGSs if we consider the parts of the updated CGSs that are reachable from the initial state only. Indeed, it can be 
shown that the models (M � SN1) � SN2 and (M � SN2) � SN1 are identical apart from the names of states9 if restricted to 
the part reachable from a given state. One may be tempted to conclude that in the same sense these models are similar to 
M � (SN1 ∪SN2); however, this is not always the case as the reachable part of the latter model may have strictly less states 
than the previous models. It is our conjecture, however, that the reachable part of these models are bisimilar to each other. 
As these results are not directly relevant for the exposition of this paper, we omit a formal treatment of this matter.

The order of updates for some non-empty sets of sanctioning and regimenting norms is important as well, i.e., updating 
first with sanctioning norms and then with regimenting norms may result in different outcomes than updating first with 
regimenting norms and then with sanctioning norms. Moreover, subsequent updates with regimenting and sanctioning 
norms do not necessarily result in the same outcome as the single update with the union of regimentation and sanctioning 
norms. The reason for this is that two consecutive updates by RN and SN result in different outcomes as one single update 
by RN ∪ SN. The basic intuition is that regimenting norms have priority and if an action has been regimented it does not 
make sense to sanction the action as it can by the nature of regimentation no longer be executed. This means that for some 
CGS M and non-empty sets SN and RN, we have

9 More formally, they are isomorphic in the sense of Definition 24. Reachability is formally introduced in Definition 23.
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Fig. 8. Updating CGS M with sanctioning norms in different orders results in different models.

Fig. 9. Updating CGS M with sanctioning and regimenting norms in different orders results in different models.

(M � RN) � SN �= (M � SN) � RN �=M � (RN∪ SN)

These observations are illustrated in Example 13 and Fig. 9, where (M � SN) � RN is different from (M � RN) � SN, which 
is again different from M � RN, which is in this particular case the same as M � (RN∪ SN).

Example 13 (Update order with sanctioning and regimenting norms). We consider the CGS M shown in Fig. 9 and update it 
with SN= {(q̂, {a}, {s})} and RN= {(q̂, {a}, ⊥)} in different orders, and at once (q̂ is a propositional formula that is true only 
in state q), respectively.

We summarize the results in the following proposition.

Proposition 2 (Properties of norm update). Let M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) be a CGS, RN, RN′ ∈Nr be sets of regimenting norms, 
and SN ∈Ns be a set of sanctioning norms over M. Also let N =RN∪ SN. Then, we have

1. M � Nε =M

2. (M � RN) � RN′ = (M � RN′) � RN = M � (RN∪RN′)
3. In general, we have: (M � SN) � RN �=M � N =M � (RN∪ SN) �= (M � RN) � SN
4. If forall q ∈ Q and for all 	α ∈ dAgt(q) we have that AppRN(π(q), 	α) = ∅ or AppSN(π(q), 	α) = ∅ then M � N = (M � RN) � SN.
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classical mechanism design setting norm-based mechanism design setting

agents Agt agents Agt
outcomes O ω-words P(�s ∪�h)ω

preference relation �i preference list γi over LTL-formulae
set of preference profiles P set of preference profile lists Prefs

mechanism G ∈ G normative mechanism (M,N)

set of mechanisms/strategic game forms G set of norm-based mechanisms N = {N1,N2, . . .} wrt. M

implementation setting (Agt, O , P ,G) norm-based implementation setting (M,Prefs,N )

social choice rule f : P →P(O ) normative behaviour function f :Prefs→ LTL

Fig. 10. Correspondence between mechanism design and norm-based mechanism design.

Proof. (1) Obvious. (2) Regimenting norms may introduce loops. Applying a regimenting norm on an already regimented 
action has no effect. (3) Follows from Example 13. (4) If in no state a regimenting norm and a sanctioning norm are 
applicable, then the updates cannot interfere. The result follows trivially. �

The properties above concern the iterated applications of the update operation. In the rest of this paper, we focus on 
single updates.

3.2. Implementation setting

In this section we introduce norm-based mechanism design by considering a mechanism using norms to influence the 
agents’ behaviour. We use a normative behaviour function to assign a set of “desired” environment executions (desired from 
the system designer’s perspective), represented by an LTL-formula, to each preference profile of the agents. Thus, based 
on the preferences of the agents the system designer prefers specific outcomes. The aim of norm-based mechanism design
is to yield a normative system (i.e., a set of regimenting and sanctioning norms) for a given environment such that the 
enforcement of this normative system in the environment motivates the agents to behave in such a way that the outcomes 
preferred by the system designer are realised. The idea is that the enforcement of norms (de)motivates or prevents agents 
to perform specific actions. In order to predict how agents act we assume that they act rationally. What playing rationally 
means shall be specified by game theoretic solution concepts.

Below we introduce the norm-based implementation setting, where mechanism design is interpreted in terms of norms. 
The basic structure consists of a CGS, a set of preference profiles, and a set of normative systems which if applied on the CGS
change the underlying CGS. A tuple consisting of the CGS and such a normative system is called norm-based mechanism. In 
this sense a norm-based mechanism relates to game forms which are mechanisms in classical mechanism design. Outcomes 
are defined as paths and preferences over those paths are specified by preference profiles based on LTL-formulae. In Fig. 10
we summarize the correspondence between (classical) mechanism design and norm-based mechanism design.

Definition 12 (Norm-based implementation setting). A (norm-based) implementation setting (NIS) is given by a tuple I =
(M, Prefs, N ) where

• M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) is a CGS with � =�h ∪�s partitioned into hard and soft facts.
• Prefs is a set of preference profiles over Agt and �.
• N = {N1, N2, . . . } is a set of normative systems over � with Ni = SNi ∪RNi , where SNi ∈Ns and RNi ∈Nr .

The tuple (I, q) where q is a state of M is called pointed (norm-based) implementation setting.

For the remainder of this section we assume that I = (M, Prefs, N ) is a fixed implementation setting where M =
(Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) and q is a state in M.

Definition 13 (Norm-based mechanism). Let N ∈Nrs be a normative system (over M). The tuple (M, N) is called norm-based 
mechanism.

A norm-based mechanism (M, N) gives rise to a CGS by updating M with N as introduced in Definition 11.

Example 14 (Norm-based mechanism). The environment model M1, as illustrated in Fig. 2, together with the normative 
system N1, as defined in Example 11, constitute a norm-based mechanism (M1, N1), which gives rise to CGS M2 from 
Example 11 and Fig. 6. The CGS M2 yields in turn the strategic game form (M1 � N1, q0) as illustrated in Fig. 11. For 
simplicity reasons, we encode strategies as triples (x, y, z). For agent 1 (resp. agent 2) the triple encodes that the agent 
executes action x at q0, y at q′0, and z at q′2 (resp. x at q0, y at q′0, and z at q1).

A norm-based mechanism defines regimenting and sanctioning norms that influence agents’ behaviour in certain direc-
tions. Agents are assumed to act rationally, in particular in accordance to their preferences. We use the concept of Nash 
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1\2 M 	2 	′2 W W W W W M W MW W MM

M 	1 	′1 q0q′ω3 q0qω
1 q0q1qω

4 q0qω
1 q0q1qω

4

W W W q0q′ω2 q0q′ω0 q0q′ω0 q0q′0q′ω2 q0q′0q′ω2

W W M q0q′2qω
4 q0q′ω0 q0q′ω0 q0q′0q′2qω

4 q0q′0q′2qω
4

W MW q0q′ω2 q0q′0qω
1 q0q′0q1qω

4 q0q′0q′ω3 q0q′0q′ω3

W MM q0q′2qω
4 q0q′0qω

1 q0q′0q1qω
4 q0q′0q′ω3 q0q′0q′ω3

Fig. 11. The game form associated to M1 � N1 where 	1, 	′1, 	2, 	′2 ∈ {M, W }.

(M1 � N1, q0, 	γ1)

1\2 M 	2 	′2 W W W W W M W MW W MM

M 	1 	′1 1\0 3\1 3\2 3\1 3\2
W W W 1\0 0\1 0\1 0\1 0\0
W W M 2\0 0\1 0\1 0\0 0\0
W MW 1\0 0\1 0\2 0\0 0\0
W MM 2\0 0\1 0\2 0\0 0\0

(M1 � N1, q0, 	γ2)

1\2 M 	2 	′2 W W W W W M W MW W MM

M 	1 	′1 1\0 2\1 2\2 2\1 2\2
W W W 1\0 0\1 0\1 0\1 0\0
W W M 2\0 0\1 0\1 0\0 0\0
W MW 1\0 0\1 0\2 0\0 0\0
W MM 2\0 0\1 0\2 0\0 0\0

Fig. 12. Strategic games (M1 � N1,q0, 	γ1) and (M1 � N1,q0, 	γ2) where bold entries mark the Nash equilibria, where 	1, 	′1, 	2, 	′2 ∈ {M, W }.

equilibrium as rationality criterion. As the fulfilment of agents’ preferences depends on the valuation of states on a path, 
agents’ behaviour may be affected if imposing norms and sanctions would cause a modification of states’ valuations. Thus, 
norms can provide an incentive (e.g. in the case of sanctioning norms) to agents to change their behaviour. Therefore, a 
key question is how to engineer good incentives. In [19], we required that for a successful implementation of a normative 
behaviour function, all resulting Nash equilibria have to agree with the behaviour specified by the normative behaviour 
function, which is essentially the case in the classical game theoretic implementation setting given by [54]. Following [69]
and [30] we also introduce a weaker notion of implementation where the existence of some good behaviour is sufficient. 
We use the notation of [69] and [30] and introduce weak and strong implementation.

Definition 14 (S-implementation). Let I = (M, Prefs, N ) and N ∈N . We say that a norm-based mechanism (M, N) (strongly) 
S-implements the normative behaviour function f over (I, q) iff for all 	γ ∈Prefs, S((M � N, q, 	γ )) �= ∅ and for all s ∈ S((M �
N, q, 	γ )) : outM�N(q, s) |=LTL f ( 	γ ). We say that (M, N) weakly S-implements normative behaviour function f over (I, q) iff 
for all 	γ ∈Prefs there is an s ∈ S((M � N, q, 	γ )) such that outM�N(q, s) |=LTL f ( 	γ ). We define the following corresponding 
sets:

SIS(I,q, f )= {N ∈N | (M,N) strongly S-implements f over (I,q)}.
WIS(I,q, f )= {N ∈N | (M,N) weakly S-implements f over (I,q)}.

If SIS (I, q) �= ∅ (resp. WIS (I, q) �= ∅), we say that f is strongly (resp. weakly) S-implementable over (I, q).

The next example gives a norm-based mechanism which strongly NE -implements a normative behaviour function.

Example 15 (Norm implementation). Adding the preference profiles 	γ1 and 	γ2 to the game form (M1 � N1, q0) from of 
Example 14 results in the strategic games shown in Fig. 12. Bold payoffs indicate the Nash equilibria. The equilibria paths 
do now satisfy the system designer’s preference.

Concluding remarks

This concludes our formal model of norm-based mechanism design. The complexity results in the following section are 
based on Nash equilibrium implementability. In general, other solution concepts, like dominant strategy equilibria, may 
be considered, depending on the problem at stake. A natural question is why we should be interested in strong or weak 
implementability. The short answer is: to obtain a stable and desired system behaviour. For illustration let us consider 
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smart energy grids involving actors such as producers, consumers and regulation authorities. For the sake of the argument 
we simply assume producers and consumers to act rationally according to the concept of Nash equilibrium. Clearly, this 
is an idealised and abstracted view,10 but we believe it delivers the main ideas behind our framework. The regulation 
authority may have information about the producers’ and consumers’ preferences. The information might be obtained based 
on common knowledge (power should always be available), previous behaviour of the producers and consumers, or market 
research techniques. The regulation authority has some objectives such as flattening peak energy demand by consumers or 
efficient energy production by producers that it wants to have met. As all actors are self interested, the system (1) may 
not show stable behaviour in the sense that there is no optimal (social) solution, or (2) may not satisfy the objectives of 
the regulation authority. In order to overcome these problems, the authority can introduce and enforce norms in order to 
restrict or incentivize consumers and producers to change their behaviour. For example, additional fees11 may be charged on 
consumers if energy is used at specific hours, or fines are imposed on producers for overproduction. In this context, strong 
implementability means that all stable behaviours satisfy the authority’s objectives, i.e., if all actors act rationally and play 
equilibrium strategies the objectives of the regulation authority are guaranteed. On the other hand, weak implementability 
indicates that there are some stable behaviour that satisfy the objectives of the regulation authority, but additional means 
are needed to coordinate on such a behaviour. Weak implementability can therefore be seen as a first step. Obviously, there 
are many applications for which our formal methodology can be used to analyse and improve the overall system behaviour, 
e.g., transportation systems, traffic, financial markets and business processes. In general, our formal methodology can be 
applied to applications where the behaviour of involved actors/processes need to be monitored and controlled. In the next 
paragraph we shall investigate the complexity of weak and strong implementation.

4. Verification and complexity issues

In this section we consider the complexity of the problem whether some normative system implements a normative 
behaviour function and whether such a normative system exists at all. We focus on implementation in Nash equilibria. 
These results are important in order to check whether a norm-governed environment ensures that the agents’ rational 
behaviour satisfies the system specification. We present the proofs of the main results and moved technical details to the 
appendix.

For the complexity results we first need to be clear about how the size of the input is measured. The size of a CGS is 
defined as the product of the number of states and the number of transitions, which is denoted by |M|. The size of a finite 
normative system N is given by the number of norms it is comprised of times the maximal length propositional formula 
contained in a norm of N (i.e. a norm is only measured in terms of the size of its precondition, as it can be assumed 
that the other elements are bound by the size of the model and the agents’ preferences). The size of a set of normative 
systems is measured by |N | · |Nmax| where Nmax ∈N is a normative system of maximal size contained in N . Moreover, we 
assume that any considered normative behaviour function f is polynomial-time computable. The first result investigates the 
complexity of performing a norm-based update.

Proposition 3. Let I = (M, Prefs, N ) be given. For any N ∈N , M � N can be computed in polynomial time wrt. the size of M and N. 
The size of M � N is bounded by O (|M|4).

Proof. Let M′ :=M � N, and n and t denote the number of states and transitions in M, respectively. The set AppN(π(q), 	α)

can be computed in polynomial time in the size of N: for each η= (ϕ, A, ·) ∈ N it has to be checked whether π(q) |=PL ϕ . 
To determine the size of M′ we inspect Definition 11. The number of states of M′ is bounded by n +n ·n · t = O (n2t) as the 
number of tuples (π(q′), 	α) is bounded by n · t and by Proposition 1 sanctions are not accumulated, i.e. there are at most 
n2 · t many new states of the form (q, S). In each new state (q, S) the choices are the same as in q, thus also the number of 
outgoing transitions. The number of transitions in M′ is bounded by O (n2t) · t = O (n2t2). Thus, the size of M′ is bounded 
by O (n4 · t3) ≤ O (|M|4). �

The next result is concerned with the special case of the weak implementation problem. We investigate the complexity 
of verifying whether a given normative system weakly implements a given normative behaviour function. Hardness is shown 
by a reduction of QSAT2 which refers to the satisfiability problem of Quantified Boolean Formulae (cf. Appendix A). In the 
appendix we show how to construct a model Mφ and a preference profile from a QSAT2-formula φ such that there is a 
Nash equilibrium iff φ is satisfiable. The construction of Mφ is based on a construction proposed by [22].

10 In particular, we assume that the amount of energy demanded and supplied can be measured qualitatively expressing, e.g., ‘low’, ‘medium’, and ‘high’ 
demand.
11 We note that fines and incentives can be measured quantitatively, assuming that the set of possible numerical values is finite and fixed in advance. We 

stress that the purpose of this example is to illustrate the conceptual idea of this approach rather than giving a full-fledged real-world modelling of smart 
grids.
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Theorem 4 (Weak implementation: verification). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS, where I = (M, Prefs, N ) and N ∈N be a normative 
system. Let also f be a normative behaviour function. The problem whether N ∈WINE (I, q, f ) is �P

2-complete in the size of M, N
and Prefs.

Proof. Membership: We construct a non-deterministic polynomial time oracle Turing machine M which can make calls to a 
non-deterministic polynomial time Turing machine M ′ . We first describe the machine M ′ . It takes as input a strategy profile 
s and returns true if the profile is not a Nash equilibrium. Therefore, for each agent i, the oracle machine M ′ guesses an 
individual strategy s′i for i and checks whether (s−i, s′i) yields a better payoff than s. If the profile yields a better payoff 
the machine returns true. The machine M works as follows. Firstly, M computes M � N. Then, for each profile 	γ ∈Prefs the 
machine guesses a strategy profile s and checks whether π(out(q, s)) |=LTL f ( 	γ ). The latter check can be done in polynomial 
deterministic time as s determines a cyclic path in M on which the truth of a linear-time temporal formula can easily be 
determined. If successful the machine checks whether s is a Nash equilibrium in (M, q, 	γ ) by calling M ′ and reverting the 
answer. This shows that the problem whether N ∈WINE (I, q, f ) is in �P

2 = NPNP .
Sketch of hardness: The hardness result is proven in Theorem 18 in the appendix. Here, we only give the high level 

idea of the reduction of QSAT2 to the weak implementability problem. Given a QSAT2 formula φ we construct a two 
player CGS Mφ consisting of the refuter player r and the verifier player v. Essentially, the players decide on the value of 
universally and existentially controlled variables, respectively. Once they decide on a truth assignment, they play a game to 
evaluate the Boolean formula contained in φ following the game theoretical semantics of propositional logic. That is, the 
refuter player r and the verifier player v control conjunctions and disjunctions, respectively. Using this result, we construct a 
preference profile (γv, γr) such that φ is satisfiable iff ∃s ∈NE(Mφ, q0, (γv, γr)) such that out(q0, s) satisfies a constructed 
formula f (γv, γr), the state q0 is a distinguished initial state in Mφ . Now, this is the case if the empty normative systems 
Nε ∈WINE (I, q0, f ). �

Analogously to the previous result, we next investigate whether a given normative system strongly implements a norma-
tive behaviour function. In the following, we show that the verification version of the strong implementation problem is in 
P

�P
2 [2]‖ . This complexity class consists of all problems which can be solved by a polynomial-time deterministic oracle Turing 

machine which can make two non-adaptive queries to a problem in �P
2 , cf. [67]. Non-adaptive means that queries must be 

independent from each other; in other words, it must be possible to perform them in parallel.

Theorem 5 (Strong implementation: verification). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS, where I = (M, Prefs, N ) and N ∈N be a normative 
system. Let also f be a normative behaviour function. The problem whether N ∈ SINE (I, q, f ) is in P�P

2 [2]‖ . The problem is �P
2-hard as 

well as �P
2-hard in the size of M, N and Prefs.

Proof. Membership: We construct a deterministic polynomial time Turing machine (TM) N with an �P
2-oracle, implemented 

by a non-deterministic TM N ′ with NP-oracle. The TM N ′ works similar to the TM M of Theorem 4. N uses N ′ twice: 
to check whether NE((M � N, q, 	γ )) �= ∅ and whether for all s ∈NE((M � N, q, 	γ )) it holds that π(outM�N(q, s)) |=LTL

f ( 	γ ). The first part is done as in the proof of Theorem 4. For the second part, N calls N ′ with the additional input ¬ f ( 	γ )

and reverts the answer of N ′ . This shows that the problem is in P�P
2 [2]‖ .

Sketch of hardness. The hardness results are proven in Theorem 21. The intuition is similar to the one given in Theo-
rem 4 where the same two-player model Mφ is used, but the preference profiles of both players are changed. This case 
is technically more difficult as the verification problem consists of two parts: (i) ensuring that the set of Nash equilibria 
is non-empty; and (ii) ensuring that all Nash equilibria satisfy the outcome of the normative behavior function. For the 
�P

2 -hardness we also need to slightly modify the model Mφ by updating the roles of the verifier and the refuter. �
The next lemma shows that normative systems enjoy a small representation property: any update of a model by a 

normative systems can be obtained by a “small” normative system which is polynomial in the size of the model.

Lemma 6. Let I = (M, Prefs, N ) be given where N ∈ {Nr, Ns, Nrs}. For each N ∈N there is an N′ ∈N with |N′| ≤ 2 · |Q| · |Actk|
such that M � N =M � N′ , where k is the number of agents in M.

Proof. Let N be given, comprised of sanctioning norms SN and regimenting norms RN. For each q ∈ Q and 	α ∈ Actk we de-
fine Sq,	α = SanN(π(q), 	α) and π∗(q) as the formula 

∧
p∈π(q) p ∧∧

p/∈π(q)¬p. We add the sanctioning norm (π∗(q), {	α}, Sq,	α)

to N′ if ⊥ /∈ Sq,	α , and (π∗(q), {	α}, ⊥) otherwise. We observe that |N′| ≤ |Q| · |Actk|. It remains to show that M � N =M � N′ . 
By Proposition 2.4 and the properties of N′ we have that M � N′ = (M � RN′) � SN′ . Thus, we can consider sanctioning and 
regimenting norms separately.

Firstly, we show that M � RN=M � RN′ . Let q and 	α be a state and action profile in M, respectively. It suffices to show 
that AppRN(π(q), 	α) = ∅ iff AppRN′ (π(q), 	α) = ∅. “⇐”: AppRN(π(q), 	α) �= ∅ implies that there is an η = (ϕ, A, ⊥) ∈ RN
with π(q) |= ϕ and 	α ∈ A. This implies (π∗(q), {	α}, ⊥) ∈ RN′ which implies AppRN′ (π(q), 	α) �= ∅. “⇒”: AppRN′ (π(q), 	α) �= ∅
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implies ∃η = (π∗(q′), {	α}, ⊥) ∈ RN′ with π(q) |= π∗(q′). This implies ∃η′ = (ϕ, A, ⊥) ∈ RN with 	a ∈A and π(q′) |= ϕ . But 
then also π(q) |= ϕ which implies AppRN(π(q), 	α) �= ∅.

Secondly, we show that SanSN′(π(q), 	α) = SanSN(π(q), 	α) for all q and 	α in M whenever AppRN(π(q), 	α) = ∅:

SanSN′(π(q), 	α)=
⋃
{Sq′,	α | (π∗(q′), {	α}, Sq′,	α) ∈ AppSN′(π(q), 	α)}

=
⋃
{Sq′,	α | (π∗(q′), {	α}, Sq′,	α) ∈ AppSN′(π(q), 	α),π(q)= π(q′)}

=
⋃
{S | (ϕ,A, S) ∈ AppSN(π(q′), 	α),π(q)= π(q′)}

=
⋃
{S | (ϕ,A, S) ∈ AppSN(π(q), 	α)}

= SanSN(π(q), 	α).

This implies that the updates yield identical models. �
Now we consider the problem whether there is a normative systems that weakly implements a normative behaviour 

function.

Theorem 7 (Weak implementation: existence). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS, N ∈ {Nrs, Nr, Ns}, N ∈N , and f be a normative behaviour 
function. The problem whether WINE (I, q, f ) �= ∅ is �P

2 -complete.

Proof. Membership. By Lemma 6, if N ∈WINE (I, q, f ) then there is also a “small” normative system N′ ∈WINE (I, q, f ). We 
extend the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 4 in such a way that the TM M guesses, in addition to the strategy 
profile, a “small” normative system N, and then works as before. Hardness follows from Theorem 4. �

For strong implementation it is no longer possible to guess a strategy profile but the normative behaviour function must 
be satisfied on all Nash equilibria. Thus, we can use the result of Theorem 5, but first a small normative system is guessed.

Theorem 8 (Strong implementation: existence). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS and N ∈ {Nrs, Ns, Nr}, N ∈N , and f be a normative 
behaviour function. The problem whether SINE (I, q, f ) �= ∅ is �P

3-complete.

Proof. Membership. By Lemma 6, if N ∈ SINE (I, q, f ) then there is also a “small” normative system N′ ∈ SINE (I, q, f ). We 
construct a non-deterministic TM M which uses N ′ from Theorem 5 as oracle TM. M works as N from Theorem 5 but 
additionally guesses a small normative system N, and then works as N . This shows that the problem is in NP�P

3 =�P
3 .

Sketch of hardness. The hardness proof for sanctioning norms and for regimentation norms is given in Theorems 25
and 29, respectively, where the basic intuition is similar to the one given in Theorems 4 and 5, the construction is slightly 
more sophisticated. As we now reduce QSAT3 to the strong implementation problem, we need to include the additional 
existential quantification in QSAT3 in the construction. For this purpose we encode a truth assignment of variables as a 
normative system. Guessing such a normative system corresponds to guessing a truth assignment of the newly existentially 
quantified variables. The difficulty in the construction is to ensure that the guessed normative system does not affect “good 
parts” of the model used in the construction of the two previous hardness results (Theorems 4 and 5) because after a 
normative system has been guessed the two players should essentially simulate the semantics of φ by guessing truth 
assignments of the variables under the scope of the other two quantifiers in the given QSAT3-formula, followed by playing 
the game theoretic game to evaluate the resulting propositional formula. �
Concluding remarks

In this section we analysed the complexity of the weak and strong implementation problem. The computational com-
plexity of the membership problems, i.e. whether a given normative system weakly or strongly implements a normative 
behaviour function, respectively, were shown to be essentially located on the second level of the polynomial hierarchy [55]. 
In [37] it was shown that checking the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium is NP-complete: a strategy profile must be 
guessed and then verified, in polynomial time, whether it is a Nash equilibrium. The latter check cannot be done in poly-
nomial time in the setting considered here, as the number of strategies of each player is exponential in the size of the 
model; there are |Act||Q| many of these. Given this observation, a lower bound of �P

2 = NPNP seems intuitive for weak 
implementation (an existential problem: guess a strategy profile with specific properties and verify it against all deviations) 
and a lower bound of �P

2 = coNPNP for strong implementation (a universal problem). Our results show that the complex-
ities of the decision problems considered here are in line with these intuitive bounds: in Theorem 5 we show �P

2 as well 

as �P
2 hardness and prove an P

�P
2 [2]‖ upper bound. Moreover, we show that the weak implementation problem is no more 

difficult than the verification of checking that a given normative system weakly implements a normative behaviour function. 
The complexity of the strong implementation problem is located one level up in the polynomial hierarchy. The results do 
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also not appear that bad when compared with the complexity results of [69] in the context of Boolean games. The authors 
show that the problem whether there is an taxation scheme which ensures the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium with 
desirable properties is already �P

2 -complete in the pure setting of Boolean games. Thus, we cannot hope for any better 
results for our weak implementation problem. That our strong implementation problem is more difficult than its weak ver-
sion, �P

3 -complete, stems from the fact that an additional normative system has to be guessed such that all Nash equilibria 
satisfy a specific property.

5. Multi-agent environment programs

The model of a multi-agent environment, as proposed in Section 2, is abstract in the sense that it assumes that the set 
of states and the state transitions are without an internal structure. In this section, we propose a specification language 
to program multi-agent environments. The introduction of this specification language allows us to program mechanisms 
and apply our formal methodology, as proposed in Section 3, to analyse the behaviour of such programs. In this way, 
one can check whether an environment program can ensure the system designer’s objectives given that the participating 
agents behave according to their preferences. The proposed language allows the specification of an initial environment 
state as well as a set of synchronized actions. In environment programming, we are agnostic about individual agents and 
how they are programmed. We assume that a set of agents performing synchronized actions in the environment is given. 
These actions form the input of an environment program. The structural operational semantics of the language specifies 
the execution of programs. We show that the proposed language can be used to program a broad class of multi-agent 
environments as defined in Section 2. We extend the specification language with norms, as defined in Section 3, and present 
its operational semantics. We show that the extended language is expressive enough to program norm-governed multi-agent 
environments. In particular, we show that adding a set of norms to the program of a given multi-agent environment specifies 
the multi-agent environment updated with the set of norms.

In the rest of this section, we follow our abstract model of norm-based multi-agent systems and distinguish hard and 
soft facts. We assume that the states of norm-based environment programs is represented by hard and soft facts. We use 
� =�h ∪�s to denote the union of disjoint and finite sets of hard and soft facts (i.e. �h ∩�s = ∅), �l

h = {p, ¬p | p ∈�h}
be the set of hard literals, �l

s = {p, ¬p | p ∈�s} be the set of soft literals, and �l =�l
h ∪�l

s .

5.1. Programming multi-agent environments

A multi-agent environment can be programmed by specifying its initial state and a set of action profiles. The initial state 
of an environment program is specified by a set of atomic propositions and the action profiles are specified in terms of 
pre- and postconditions. The precondition of an action profile is a set of literals that specify the states of the environment 
programs in which the performance of the action profile results in a state transition. The resulting state is determined by 
adding the positive atoms of the action’s postcondition to the state in which the action is performed and removing the 
negative atoms of the postcondition from it. The pre- and postconditions of action profiles are assumed to consist of hard 
facts such that action profiles are activated by hard facts and change only those facts of the program states. The performance 
of an action profile by individual agents in a state that does not satisfy its precondition is assumed to have no effect on 
the state and considered as looping in that state. Please note that in environment programming we are agnostic about 
individual agents and their internals. We assume that the agents decide and perform synchronized actions, and that the 
environment program realises the effect of the actions according to their specified pre- and postconditions. So, it is possible 
that the performance of actions by individual agents do not change the environment state. This is also the case with the 
performance of any action profile that is not specified by the environment program.

Definition 15 (Multi-agent environment program). Let Agt= {1, . . . , k} be a set of agents. A multi-agent environment program 
(over a finite set of propositional symbols � as introduced above) is a tuple (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec), where

• F0 ⊆� is the initial state of the environment program,
• Acti is the set of actions of agent i ∈Agt,
• Aspec ⊆ { (Pre, 	α, Post) | 	α ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk and Pre, Post ⊆�l

h} is a subset of action profile specifications, where 
we assume that each action tuple 	α can be included in at most one action profile specification.

We assume that k agents operate in a multi-agent environment such that 	α is an action profile of the form (α1, . . . , αk), 
where αi ∈ Acti is the name of the action performed by agent 1 ≤ i ≤ k. It is important to note that pre- and postconditions 
are not assigned to the actions of individual agents, but to action profiles. This implies that some possible action profiles 
from Act1 × . . . × Actk may not be specified in Aspec in which case we assume that their executions will not change 
the state of the multi-agent environment program and loop in those states. Finally, we follow the convention, similar to 
the programming language Prolog [13], to use “_” as a place-holder for any action in an action profile specification.12 For 

12 Thus, _ plays the same role as 	 in the context of CGS. We use Prolog’s notation here to emphasize that we are working in a program setting.
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example, we use (Pre, (M, _), Post) to indicate that the performance of action profiles (M, M) and (M, W ) in states that 
satisfy the precondition Pre results in states that satisfies the postcondition Post.

Example 16 (Environment program for the narrowed road). Let Agt= {1, 2}, Acti = {M, W } for i ∈ {1, 2} be the actions that 
can be performed by the cars in our running example, and propositional symbol p X

i be interpreted as before. The run-
ning example can be implemented by the multi-agent environment program ({ps

1, p
s
2}, (Act1, Act2), {a1, . . . , a5}), where 

a1 = ( {ps
1, ps

2}, (W , M), {pe
2,¬ps

2} )

a2 = ( {ps
1, ps

2}, (M, W ), {pe
1,¬ps

1} )

a3 = ( {ps
1, ps

2}, (M, M), {pm
1 , pm

2 ,¬ps
1,¬ps

1} )

a4 = ( {ps
1, pe

2}, (M, _), {pe
1,¬ps

1} )

a5 = ( {pe
1, ps

2}, (_, M), {pe
2,¬ps

2} )

Note that ai is used to denote an action profile specification, while 	αi denotes an action profile. Starting from the 
initial state of a multi-agent environment program, an execution of the program changes the program state depending on 
the agents’ actions (the input of the environment program). An arbitrary state of an environment program is specified by 
a set of atomic propositions F ⊆ �. The structural operational semantics of the multi-agent environment programs are 
specified by a set of transition rules, each specifies how the environment program state changes when agents perform 
actions. Therefore, in the sequel, we use (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) to denote an environment program in state F . Since the 
agents’ action repertoire and the action specifications do not change during the execution of the program, we only use the 
state of the environment program F (instead of (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec)) in the transition rules. We note that not every 
state F is necessarily reachable from the initial state.

Definition 16 (Structural operational semantics). Let (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program in state F ⊆�

and 	α ∈ Act1× . . .× Actk . For Pre, Post⊆�l
h we write F � Pre iff Pre∩� ⊆ F and (Pre \�) ∩ F = ∅ (the precondition Pre

is derivable from the facts F iff all positive atoms in Pre are in F and all negative atoms in Pre are not in F ). Further, we 
define F ⊕ Post = (F \ {p | ¬p ∈ Post}) ∪ {p | p ∈ Post} (updating F with postcondition Post removes negative atoms in Post
from F and adds positive atoms in Post to F ). The following three transition rules specify possible execution steps of the 
environment program in state F .

(Pre, 	α,Post) ∈Aspec and F � Pre and F ′ = F ⊕ Post

F
	α−→ F ′

(Pre, 	α,Post) ∈Aspec and F � Pre

F
	α−→ F

∀Pre,Post ⊆�l
h : (Pre, 	α,Post) /∈Aspec

F
	α−→ F

The first transition rule specifies the execution step of the environment program based on the action profile 	α when its 
precondition is satisfied. Such an execution step updates the set of facts F with the postcondition of the action profile 	α. The 
second transition rule is the same except that it applies when the precondition of 	α is not satisfied. Such an execution step 
does not change the state of the environment program. Finally, the third rule specifies the execution step of the environment 
program based on an unspecified action profile 	α. Such an execution step does not change the state of the environment 
program.

In the following, we use Tbasic to denote the set of transition rules from Definition 16, trans(F , Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec,

Tbasic) to denote the set of all transitions that are derivable from transition rules Tbasic based on the environment program 
(F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec), and trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, Tbasic) to denote the set of all transitions that are derivable from 
transition rules Tbasic based on environment programs (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) for any F ⊆�. The latter is the set of all 
possible transitions based on transition rules Tbasic , actions Act1, . . . , Actk , action specifications Aspec , and all sets of facts 
F ⊆�.

An execution of an environment program consists of subsequent execution steps resulting in a sequence of program 
states. In order to define the set of all possible executions of an environment program, we first define the set of all possible 
states that can be generated (reached) from an arbitrary state by applying subsequent transitions.

Definition 17 (Program states). Let F ⊆� be a set of facts and τ be a set of transitions. The set of states reached from F by 
subsequent transitions from τ , denoted by gen(τ , F ), is defined as follows:

gen(τ , F ) := {F } ∪
∞⋃

suci
τ ({F }) where
i=1
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suci
τ (X)= sucτ (. . . (sucτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

i times

(X)) . . .) where X ⊆ P(�) and

sucτ (X)= {F2 | F1
	α−→ F2 ∈ τ and F1 ∈ X}.

Observe that gen(τ , F ) is finite when τ is finite. Given an environment program and the set of transition rules Tbasic, the 
set of possible executions of the environment program generates a concurrent game structure (as specified in Section 2).

Definition 18 (Programs � CGS). Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program, Tbasic be the set of transition 
rules as defined in Definition 16 and τb = trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, Tbasic). The environment program Tbasic-generates a 
pointed CGS (M, F0) with M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) as follows:

• Agt= {1, . . . , k}
• Q = gen(τb, F0)

• � = F0 ∪ {p | (Pre, 	α, Post) ∈Aspec and p ∈ Post}
• π(F ) = F for F ∈ Q
• Act = Act1 ∪ . . .∪ Actk
• di(F ) = Acti for i ∈Agt and F ∈ Q

• o(F , 	α) = F ′ for F , F ′ ∈ Q , 	α ∈ d1(F ) × . . .× dk(F ), and F
	α−→ F ′ ∈ τb

The translation between environment programs and concurrent game structures is restricted to specific classes of con-
current game structures as specified in the next definition. In the following, we use also variables q0, q1, . . . to range over 
the set of states Q .

Definition 19 (Finite, distinguished, generated CGS). Let M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) be a concurrent game structure. We 
introduce the following notation:

• M is called finite if Q is finite,
• M is called distinguished if all states differ in their valuations, i.e., for all q, q′ ∈ Q with q �= q′ we have that π(q) �=

π(q′), and
• M is called uniform if for all i ∈ Agt and all q, q′ ∈ Q we have that d(i, q) = d(i, q′), i.e., the agents have the same 

options in every state.

The following proposition formulates the relation between environment programs and their corresponding CGSs.

Proposition 9. Let � be the set of propositional symbols, (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program and (M, F0) be 
the pointed CGS that is Tbasic-generated by the environment program. If � is finite, then M is finite. Moreover, M is distinguished and 
uniform.

Proof. The sets of atoms in gen(trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, Tbasic), F0), which determine the set of states in Q , are subsets 
of � such there can be only a finite number of them as � is finite. Moreover, that M is distinguished follows directly from 
the fact that all sets in gen(trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, Tbasic), F0) are different. Finally, that M is uniform follows directly 
from the fact that for each i ∈ Agt it holds: d(i, q) = Acti for all states q ∈ Q , i.e., each agent has one and the same set of 
options in every state. �
5.2. Multi-agent environment programs with norms

The environment programs as defined in the previous subsection do not account for norms and norm enforcement. 
In order to add norms to multi-agent environment programs and to enforce them during program executions, we use 
(sanctioning and regimenting) norms as introduced in Definition 9. A norm is thus represented as a triple (ϕ, A, S), where 
ϕ is a propositional formula, A is a set of action profiles, and either S ⊆ �s (sanctioning norm) or S = ⊥ (regimenting 
norm). In the rest of this paper, we just use the term norm when the distinction between sanctioning and regimenting 
norms is not relevant. Like before, the pre- and postconditions of action profiles are assumed to consist of hard facts only 
such that adding norms does not change the activation and effect of action profiles. As explained before, throughout this 
section we assume that � =�h ∪�s is a finite set of propositional symbols.

Definition 20 (Norm-based multi-agent environment program). Let Agt= {1, . . . , k} be a set of agents. A norm-based multi-
agent environment program is a tuple (F0, (Act1, . . . Actk), Aspec, N), where
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• F0 ⊆�,
• Acti and Aspec are as introduced in Definition 15, and
• N is a set of (sanctioning and regimenting) norms as introduced in Definition 9.

Following the narrowed road environment program as specified in Example 16, the behaviour of cars can be regulated 
by adding norms to the environment program.

Example 17 (Norm-based environment program for the narrowed road). Let ({ps
1, p

s
2}, (Act1, Act2), {a1, . . . , a5}) be an environ-

ment program as specified in Example 16, and N = {(ps
1 ∧ ps

2, {(W , W )}, {fine1}), (ps
1 ∧ ps

2, {(_, M)}, {fine2})} be a set of 
norms as explained in Example 10. The norm-based environment program ({ps

1, p
s
2}, (Act1, Act2), {a1, . . . , a5}, N) imple-

ments the narrowed road example where norms N are enforced.

The executions of norm-based multi-agent environment programs are similar to the executions of multi-agent envi-
ronment programs (without norms) in the sense that both update the program states with the effects of action profiles. 
However, the execution steps of a norm-based multi-agent environment program proceed by enforcing norms to the result-
ing program states. The enforcement of norms on a program state consists of updating the state with the consequences of 
applicable norms. So, in order to define the execution steps of norm-based multi-agent environment programs, we need to 
determine the norms that are applicable in a program state and their consequences. For this purpose, we use the function 
SanN(X, 	α), as defined in Definition 10, to determine the sanction set that should be imposed when the agents perform ac-
tion profile 	α in state X . Note that the sanction set may be {⊥}, which means that a regimenting norm should be enforced. 
In this case, we have to ensure that the performance of 	α does not have any effect on state X .

We distinguish two general cases depending on whether the sanction set is {⊥} or not. When applicable norms are 
sanctioning norms (i.e., resulting in a set of soft facts), we update the resulting program state with the sanctions. We define 
the update of a program state with sanctions as being non-cumulative in the sense that previous sanctions are removed 
before new sanctions are added. We use the update function ⊗ to update a state with sanctions. Note that in Definition 21 ⊗
removes all sanctions (soft facts) before adding new ones. This ensures that sanctions become non-cumulative in transitions. 
This update function should not be confused with ⊕, which is used to update program states with the postcondition of 
action profiles.

The effect of an action profile on an environment program state in the context of some existing norms is specified by 
distinguishing four cases: 1) the action specification is given and its precondition is satisfied, 2) the action specification is 
given but its precondition is not satisfied, 3) the action specification is not given, and 4) the action profile is regimented 
by some norms. In the first case, we update the program state with the postcondition of the action profile and then with 
possible sanctions, while in the second and third case the program state is updated only with possible sanctions. These 
two cases indicate that the performance of an action profile in a program state will be sanctioned (if there is a sanctioning 
norms applicable) even when it has a specification but its precondition is not satisfied or when the action profile has no 
specification. These two cases capture the intuition that any unsuccessful attempt to violate norms will be sanctioned as 
well. Note that the sanction set in the first three cases can be an empty set if no norm is applicable. Finally, in the fourth 
case, when an action is regimented by some norms, the action will have no effect on the environment state.

Definition 21 (Structural operational semantics). Let (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program in 
an arbitrary state F ⊆�, 	α ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk , and N be a set of norms as defined in Definition 9. Let also ⊕ and � be 
defined as in Definition 16. Finally, let F ⊗ S = (F \�s) ∪ S for S ⊆�s . The following four transition rules specify possible 
execution steps of the norm-based environment program.

(Pre, 	α,Post) ∈Aspec and F � Pre and F ′ = (F ⊕ Post)⊗ SanN(F , 	α) and SanN(F , 	α) �= {⊥}
F
	α−→ F ′

(Pre, 	α,Post) ∈Aspec and F � Pre and F ′ = F ⊗ SanN(F , 	α) and SanN(F , 	α) �= {⊥}
F
	α−→ F ′

∀Pre,Post⊆�l
h : (Pre, 	α,Post) /∈Aspec and F ′ = F ⊗ SanN(F , 	α) and SanN(F , 	α) �= {⊥}

F
	α−→ F ′

SanN(F , 	α)= {⊥}
F
	α−→ F

The first transition rule applies when action profile 	α is performed, its precondition holds, and no regimenting norms 
are triggered. The second transition rule is the same except that the precondition of 	α is not satisfied. In this case applicable 
sanctioning norms are enforced without realising the effect (i.e., postcondition) of 	α. The third transition rule applies when 
an unspecified action profile 	α is performed and no regimenting norms are triggered. In this case, applicable sanctioning 
norms are enforced. Note that the environment is assumed to be exogenous to agents in the sense that agents decide on 
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which actions to perform independently of the environment specification. This allows agents to decide and perform actions 
for which there is no environment specification. It is also important to note that a norm specifies that the performance of an 
action profile in a state should be sanctioned, regardless of the specification of the action profile. Thus, agents can perform 
an unspecified action profile for which a sanction may occur. The first three transition rules ensure that sanctioning norms 
are enforced regardless of the specification of action profiles. These transition rules capture the idea that any (successful or 
unsuccessful) attempt to violate norms is sanctioned. Note also that in the first three transition rules no sanctioning norm 
needs to be applicable in state X , i.e., SanN(X, 	α) can be an empty set indicating that action profile α does not violate any 
norm in state X . Finally, the fourth transition rule applies when the performance of an action profile triggers regimenting 
norms, again regardless of the specification of action profiles. It is important to notice that sanctions do not accumulate 
through consecutive states. The following proposition shows that the sanctions imposed on a state (propositional symbols 
from �s) are only those caused by the action performed in the previous state.

In the following, we use Tnorm for the set of transition rules from Definition 21, trans(F , Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N,Tnorm)

to denote the set of all transitions that are derivable from transition rules Tnorm based on the norm-based environment 
program (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N), and trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm) to denote the set of all transitions that 
are derivable from transition rules Tnorm based on norm-based environment programs (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk),Aspec, N) for all 
F ⊆�.

Proposition 10. Let (F , (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program in an arbitrary program state F , F
	α−→

F ′ ∈ trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm) and S = SanN(F , 	α). Then, we have

F ′ ∩�s =
{

S if S �= {⊥}
F ∩�s otherwise.

Proof. Directly follows from the definition of ⊗ and the transition rules in Definition 21. �
For a given norm-based environment program, the set of transition rules Tnorm generates a concurrent game structure. 

We use Definition 18 to define the concurrent game structure, which is said to be generated by the norm-based environment 
program. Note that Definition 18 can be applied as norm-based environment programs have the required ingredients such 
as an initial state F0, a sets of actions for each agent, and a set of action profile specifications. There is, however, one 
difference between environment programs and norm-based environment programs which requires a slight modification of 
Definition 18. The difference is that we now assume the set of transitions is trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm), instead of 
trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, Tbasic). This means that we use gen(trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm), F0) to generate the set 

of reachable states, and F
	α−→ F ′ ∈ trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec,N, Tnorm) to indicate that the transition F

	α−→ F ′ is derivable 
based on Tnorm. The formal definitions are as before.

Definition 22 (Norm-based programs � CGS). Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program 
and τn = trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm). The program is said to Tnorm-generate a pointed CGS (M, F0), where 
M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) is defined as follows:

• Agt, �, π, Act, d are specified as in Definition 18,
• Q = gen(τn, F0), and

• o(F , 	α) = F ′ for F , F ′ ∈ Q, 	α ∈ d1(F ) × . . .× dk(F ) and F
	α−→ F ′ ∈ τn .

The class of concurrent game structures generated by norm-based environment programs is characterized by the follow-
ing proposition.

Proposition 11. Let � be the set of propositional symbols, (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program, 
and (M, F0) be the pointed CGS that is Tnorm-generated by it. If � is finite, then M is finite. Moreover, M is distinguished and uniform.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 9. Observe that the elements of Q = gen(trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N,Tnorm), F0)

are subsets of � and there are only finitely many of them when � is finite. Observe also that M is distinguished as the 
elements of Q are distinct and that M is uniform as di(q) = Acti for all i ∈Agt and q ∈ Q . �

The generated CGS does not accumulate sanctions through consecutive states.

Proposition 12. Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program that Tnorm-generates (M, F0), where 
M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o). For F ∈ Q, 	α ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk and S = SanN(F , 	α), we have
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π(o(F , 	α))∩�s =
{

S if S �= {⊥}
π(F )∩�s otherwise.

Proof. From Definition 22 we have o(F , 	α) = F ′ iff F
	α−→ F ′ ∈ trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, N, Tnorm) and Proposition 10 we 

know that sanctions are not accumulated through transitions. �
Note the correspondence between Proposition 12 and Proposition 1 (on page 109). The execution of a norm-based 

environment program may generate a different set of states than the execution of the corresponding environment program 
without norms does. This is due to the fact that the performance of unspecified action profiles or the performance of 
specified action profiles for which the precondition does not hold can now be sanctioned resulting in new states. Note that 
the performance of such an action profile in an environment program without norms results in the same state. Also, the 
application of regimenting norms may prevents reaching new states. These observations are formulated in the following 
proposition.

Proposition 13. Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program, (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, RN ∪ SN) be the en-
vironment program with regimenting norms RN and sanctioning norms SN. Let also τb = trans(Act1, . . . , Actk,Aspec, Tbasic) and 
τn = trans(Act1, . . . , Actk, Aspec, RN∪ SN, Tnorm). Then, we have:

• When the sets of regimentation and sanctioning norms are empty, i.e., RN∪ SN= ∅, we have gen(τn, F0) = gen(τb, F0).
• When there are only regimentation norms and no sanctioning norms, i.e., RN �= ∅ and SN= ∅, we have gen(τn, F0) ⊆ gen(τb, F0).
• When there are only sanctioning norms and no regimentation norms, i.e., RN = ∅ and SN �= ∅, we have |gen(τn, F0)| ≥
|gen(τb, F0))|.

Proof.

• Since RN∪SN= ∅, we have for all F ⊆� and all 	α ∈ Act1× . . .× Actk : SanN(F , 	α) = ∅. This makes the transition rules 
Tbasic and Tnorm identical.

• Let RN �= ∅ and SN = ∅. Following Definition 17, we have that gen(τ , F ) := {F } ∪⋃∞
i=1 suci

τ ({F }). We show that if 
F ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l

i=1 suci
τn

({F0}) then also F ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l
i=1 suci

τb
({F0}) by induction on l. The base case, l = 1, is trivial. 

Suppose the claim holds for l > 1. Let F ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l+1
i=1 suci

τn
({F0}). Then, there must be an F ′ ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l

i=1 suci
τn

({F0})
with F ′ 	α−→ F ∈ τn . If the latter transition is obtained by a regimentation of 	α in F ′ then F = F ′ and by induction 
hypothesis we obtain that F ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l+1

i=1 suci
τb

({F0}). If the action is not regimented, then we also have that F ′ 	α−→
F ∈ τb and thus F ∈ sucτb ({F ′}). Then, as by induction hypothesis F ′ ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l

i=1 suci
τb

({F0}), we also obtain that 
F ∈ {F0} ∪⋃l+1

i=1 suci
τb

({F0}). The claim follows.

• Let F ⊆�, F
	α−→ F ∈ τb for some 	α ∈ Act1× . . .× Actk , and SanSN(F , 	α) �= ∅ (note that ⊥ /∈ SanSN(F , 	α)). Then, we have 

F
	α−→ F ⊕ SanSN(F , 	α) ∈ τn . This implies that F ⊕ SanSN(F , 	α) ∈ gen(τn, F0) but F ⊕ SanSN(F , 	α) /∈ gen(τb, F0). �

5.3. Relation between norm-based update and norm-based environment

We now investigate the relation between the concurrent game structure Mn that is generated by a norm-based environ-
ment program, and the concurrent game structure M′ that is generated by the corresponding environment program without 
norms (i.e., the same initial state, actions, and action specifications) which is then updated with the same norms. We first 
show that if states qn and q′ from Mn and M′ , respectively, have the same valuation, then the states reached from qn and 
q′ by the same action profile have the same valuation as well. This is formulated by the following lemma.

Lemma 14. Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program that Tbasic-generates the concurrent game structure 
(M, F0) where M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o). Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program that 
Tnorm-generates the concurrent game structure (Mn, F0) where Mn = (Agt, Qn, �, πn, Act, dn, on). Let M′ = M � N, where 
M′ = (Agt, Q ′, �, π ′, Act, d′, o′). For any F n ∈ Qn, F ′ ∈ Q ′ and 	α ∈ Act1 × . . . × Actk, we have that if πn(F n) = π ′(F ′) then 
πn(on(F n, 	α)) = π ′(o′(F ′, 	α)).

Proof. First, we note that by Proposition 11 we have that M and Mn are uniform. Therefore, by the definition of norm 
update given in Definition 11 model M′ is uniform as well. As a consequence, in all states of all three models all action 
tuples from Act1 × . . .× Actk are available. Let F n ∈ Qn , F ′ ∈ Q ′ with πn(F n) = π ′(F ′). We note that F ′, F n ⊆�, or F n ⊆�

and F ′ = (F , S) with F ⊆�h , S ⊆�s and π ′(F ′) = π ′(F ) ∪ S = F ∪ S . Therefore, we define:
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Fig. 13. Diagram showing the relation between a norm update of a generated CGS and a norm generated CGS.

G =
{

F if F ′ = (F , S),

F ′ otherwise, i.e. F ′ ⊆�h

Furthermore, we note that for all 	α ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk we have that: S∗ := SanN(πn(F n), 	α) = SanN(π ′(F ′), 	α) and that 
in F n and F ′ the same action profiles are enabled. We show the claim by considering the three cases how a transition can 
occur according to Definition 11.

Case S∗ = ∅. In that case we have that o′(F ′, 	α) = o(G, 	α), where o′(F ′, 	α) ⊆�h which is generated by G 	α−→ o′(F ′, 	α) ∈ τb . 
As the precondition of 	α is independent of soft facts and the first three transition rules of Definitions 16 and 21
are identical for S∗ = ∅, we obtain that on(F n, 	α) = o′(F ′, 	α). The claim follows.

Case S∗ = {⊥}. In this case F n 	α−→ F n ∈ τn and on(F n, 	α) = F n as well as o′(F ′, 	α) = F ′ . The claim follows because π ′(F ′) =
πn(F n).

Case {⊥} �= S∗ �= ∅. We further divide this case according to the first three transition rules of Definitions 16 and 21.
• First suppose that (Pre, 	α, Post) ∈Aspec and F n � Pre (and thus also G � Pre). We have that on(F n, 	α) = (F n ⊕

Post) ⊗ S∗ . Analogously, we have that o′(F ′, 	α) = (G ⊕Post, S∗). We obtain that: πn(on(F n, 	α)) = πn((F n⊕Post) ⊗
S∗) = πn(((F n ⊕ Post)\�s) ∪ S∗) = πn(((F n ⊕ Post)\�s)) ∪ S∗ = πn((G ⊕ Post))\�s) ∪ S∗ = πn(G ⊕ Post) ∪ S∗ =
π ′((G ⊕ Post, S∗)) = π ′(o′(F ′, 	α)).

• The second case, i.e. F n
� Pre, follows analogously.

• Also the final case, i.e. (Pre, 	α, Post) /∈Aspec for any Pre, Post⊆�h , follows analogously. �
As the final result of this section, we show that the concurrent game structures generated by an environment program 

with and without norms are closely related. In particular, we show that the concurrent game structure generated by a 
norm-based environment program is isomorphic to the reachable part of the concurrent game structure, which is generated 
by the corresponding environment program without norm, and updated with the same set of norms. We formally introduce 
the notions of reachable states and isomorphism before showing the correspondence result.

Definition 23 (Reachable states, reachable CGS). Let M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o) be a CGS and q0 ∈ Q . A state q ∈ Q is said to 
be reachable from q0 if there is a path starting in q0 which also contains q. The set of all states reachable from q0 in M
is denoted as Reachable(M, q0). The reachable part of M from q0, denoted as Mq0 , is the CGS (Agt, Q ′, �, π ′, Act, d′, o′)
where Q ′ = Reachable(M, q0), π ′(q) = π(q), d′i(q) = di(q), and o′(q, 	α) = o(q, 	α) for all 	α ∈ d′

Agt(q), q ∈ Q ′ and i ∈Agt.

A model updated by sanctioning norms can yield states of type (q, S). States in norm generated CGSs, on the other hand, 
have no internal structure; they are plain sets of propositional symbols. We are less interested in such purely syntactic 
differences and need a way to compare models from a semantic perspective. Therefore, we say that two models M1 and 
M2 are isomorphic if they are identical besides the names of the states. The next definition captures this formally.

Definition 24 (Isomorphic models). Let Mi = (Agti, Qi, �i, πi, Acti, di, oi) for i ∈ {1, 2} be two CGSs. M1 and M2 are isomor-
phic, written as M1 ∼=M2, if the following conditions hold: Agt1 = Agt2, �1 = �2, Act1 = Act2 and there is a bijection 
f : Q1 → Q2 such that:

1. π1(q) = π2( f (q)) for all q ∈ Q1.
2. d1(q) = d2( f (q)) for all q ∈ Q1.
3. f (o1(q, 	α)) = o2( f (q), 	α) for all q ∈ Q1 and 	α ∈ d1(q).

Note that we focus on the part of the generated CGS that is reachable from the initial state since the application of 
regimenting norms in the operational semantics of norm-based environment programs blocks transitions and thus causes 
some states to become unreachable. Thus, having an environment program (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) and a set of norms 
N, we can now show that the concurrent game structure Mn generated by (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) is isomorphic to 
(M � N)F0 , which is the part of the concurrent game structure generated by (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) (i.e., environment 
program without norms) and updated with N, and is reachable from F0. This relation is illustrated in the diagram shown in 
Fig. 13 and formulated in the following theorem.
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Theorem 15. Let (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec) be an environment program that Tbasic-generates the pointed concurrent game struc-
ture (M, F0) with M = (Agt, Q, �, π, Act, d, o), and (F0, (Act1, . . . , Actk), Aspec, N) be a norm-based environment program that 
Tnorm-generates the pointed concurrent game structure (Mn, F0) with Mn = (Agt, Qn, �, πn, Act, dn, on). We define M′ =M � N
with M′ = (Agt, Q ′, �, π ′, Act, d′, o′). Then, we have that Mn ∼= (M � N)F0 .

Proof. We define a (partial) function f : Qn → Q ′ by f (F n) = F ′ if and only if πn(F n) = π ′(F ′). That f is well defined 
follows from the fact that for all F1, F2 ∈ Q ′ we have that π ′(F1) �= π ′(F2) whenever F1 �= F2. This is because a norm 
update is only performed once, causing states to be of the form F ⊆�h or (F , S) with F ⊆�h and ∅ �= S ⊆�s . We show 
that f constitutes an isomorphism according to Definition 24 between Mn and (M � N)F0 . Therefore, we have to show that 
f is a bijection (and total) and that the three conditions of Definition 24 are satisfied. Condition 1 is true by the definition 
of f . Condition 2 is true because both models are uniform by Proposition 9 and Definition 11, and by Proposition 11, 
respectively. Thus, only the last of these three conditions, i.e. that f (on(q, 	α)) = o′( f (q), 	α) for all q ∈ Qn and 	α ∈ dn(q), 
remains to be shown. By definition, both sets of states Q ′ and Q n consist of all states which are reachable by some 
sequence of actions from F0. Therefore, we show that the claim holds by induction on the length of an action sequence.

Base case. We have that F0 ∈ Q n ∩ Q ′ , thus, f (F0) = F0 is well defined. Moreover, F0 is reached by the empty action 
sequence. By Lemma 14 and as f (F0) = F0 we obtain that π ′(o′(F0, 	α)) = πn(on(F0, 	α)) for any 	α ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk . This 
implies that f (on(F0, 	α)) = o′(F0, 	α) and thus also f (on(F0, 	α)) = o′( f (F0), 	α) as desired.

Induction step. We assume that the claim holds for all action sequences of length i. Thus, let F n ∈ Q n and F ′ ∈ Q ′ be 
two states reached after the same action sequence of length i. By induction, f (F n) = F ′ and Condition 3 is satisfied for 
these states. Let 	α ∈ Act1 × . . . × Actk be an arbitrary action profile. Again, by Lemma 14 we obtain that π ′(o′(F ′, 	α)) =
πn(on(F n, 	α)). Consequently, f (on(F n, 	α)) = o′(F ′, 	α) is well defined. To establish Condition 3 we consider another arbitrary 
action profile 	β ∈ Act1 × . . .× Actk . Because both states are in relation by f we can once more apply Lemma 14 and obtain 
πn(on(on(F n, 	α), 	β)) = π ′(o′(o′(F ′, 	α), 	β)) which implies that f (on(on(F n, 	α), 	β)) = o′(o′(F ′, 	α), 	β) = o′( f (on(F n, 	α)), 	β). 
Which shows that Condition 3 is satisfied.

In each inductive step we also showed that f is well defined and total. This implies that f is indeed a bijection as we 
considered arbitrary action sequences and thus made sure that each state from Q ′ is reached. �

This theorem shows that the operational semantics of the proposed executable specification languages for environments 
with and without norms are aligned with the semantics of norms and norm update, as presented in the first part of the 
paper. This result allows us to apply the proposed abstract mechanism design methodology to analyse the enforcement 
effect of norms in executable environment programs.

Concluding remarks

In this section, an executable specification language for the implementation of multi-agent environments was presented. 
The language includes constructs to specify the initial state of multi-agent environments as well as the specification of action 
profiles in terms of pre- and postconditions. The operational semantics of the proposed specification language was presented 
and its relation with concurrent game structures was established. An execution of an environment specification initializes 
a multi-agent environment, which is subsequently modified by the performance of the agents’ actions and according to 
the action specifications. Subsequently, the specification language was extended with norms and sanctions, its operational 
semantics was presented, and its relation with concurrent game structures that are updated with norms was established. 
The operational semantics ensures that the norms are enforced by means of regimentation or sanctions. An execution 
of a norm-based environment specification initializes a multi-agent environment and effectuates agents’ actions in the 
environment based on the action specifications, the norms, and their corresponding sanctions. The agents are assumed to 
be aware of the norms and their enforcement. They are also assumed to autonomously decide whether to comply with the 
norms, or to violate them and accept the consequences. The presented executable specification language with norms can be 
used in various application domains such as traffic or business process management, where the behaviour of autonomous 
agents should be externally controlled and coordinated to be aligned with some laws, rules, policies, or requirements. The 
next section reports on an application of the extended specification language in traffic simulation, where traffic laws (norms) 
are enforced to reduce traffic congestion in a ramp merging scenario. We argue that although the executable specification 
language is useful for the implementation of traffic simulations, there are specific issues that should be resolved before we 
can apply the proposed norm-based mechanism design methodology to such applications.

6. Applying norm-based specification language in traffic simulation

A characteristic feature of the proposed specification language for norm-based multi-agent environments is the modu-
larity of norms in the sense that norms can be programmed as a separate module isolated from the specification of actions 
and (initial) states of multi-agent environments. This feature allows us to implement different sets of norms and to compare 
their enforcement effects in one and the same multi-agent environment. The use of the proposed specification language 
is already illustrated by the running example that is presented in previous sections (see Example 17). In this section we 
present a more complex and realistic application of the proposed specification language.
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Fig. 14. Ramp merging traffic scenario.

This application concerns the development of norm-based traffic environments for SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObil-
ity) [12]. SUMO [46] is a traffic simulation platform that supports the modelling of traffic, including cars, public transport 
and pedestrians. In this application, SUMO is extended to simulate traffic scenarios, where norms and traffic laws are ex-
plicitly specified as input and enforced during the simulation runs. In particular, SUMO is extended with a norm-based 
traffic controller module that monitors the simulated traffic by continuously extracting relevant traffic information such as 
the position and speed of the simulated cars from the SUMO platform, instantiates the given input set of traffic norms to 
generate traffic directives for the observed cars, communicates traffic directives to the cars, and imposes payment sanctions 
on the cars that violate their traffic directives. In addition to the traffic controller module, the standard SUMO car model 
that is responsible for the actual behaviour of individual cars, is extended to allow individual cars to incorporate norms in 
their driving behaviour.

The SUMO extension [12] is used to simulate a ramp merging traffic scenario. A schematic representation of the ramp 
merging scenario is illustrated in Fig. 14. In this figure, triangles represent cars that drive from left to right and rectangles s1
to s5 are sensors that observe the position and speed of cars at various points of the roads. There are two important points 
on the road: m is the point where the roads merge and e is the ending point of the traffic scenario. In order to manage 
traffic at the merging point m, observed cars at sensor s1, s2 and s3 receive traffic directives from the traffic controller. The 
directive for a car is generated based on the given set of traffic norms and consists of a velocity and a fine that will be 
imposed if the directive is not followed by the car. In this figure, white cars have not received their directives from the 
traffic controller, while grey cars have received their directives.

An example of a traffic norm used in this scenario is (x ∧ y, A(vx,v y), {finez}) to be read as “cars x and y, observed 
simultaneously by sensor s2 and s3, are prohibited to have velocities other than respectively vx and v y at the merging point 
m to avoid a fine of z Euro”. For this traffic norm, the set of prohibited velocities A(vx,v y) = {(v1, v2) | v1 �= vx and v2 �=
v y}13 represents the obligation that cars x and y should have velocities vx and v y , respectively, at the merging point m. 
The traffic controller instantiates the input norm by determining x, y, vx , v y , and finez based on the observed cars and the 
properties of the current traffic state such as traffic density on the roads. The velocities of the observed cars are determined 
in such a way that cars arrives at m with a safe distance dsafe from each other given the current traffic density. The fine 
of z Euro will be imposed on car x (respectively y) if its velocity vx (respectively v y) at m is not realised. Based on 
the instantiated norm, the traffic controller sends to each observed cars a corresponding directive. For example, the traffic 
controller sends to the observed car x the directive (vx, finez), which should be read as “car x should have velocity vx at the 
merge point m to avoid the fine of z Euro”. For this simulation scenario, the traffic controller generates also directives for 
the cars that are observed by one of the two sensors s2 or s3, even if there is no car simultaneously observed at the other 
sensor.

In this traffic simulation, a car decides which action (e.g., which velocity on which lane) to perform and whether to 
follow or ignore the received directives based on its information and preferences. In particular, the car model is designed by 
means of an action selection function that selects an action that maximizes the car’s utility. The action selection function is 
defined in terms of the car’s internal state (including its current velocity, position, and the received directive), an expected 
arrival time function that, given the current traffic situation, determines the impact of a velocity action on the arrival time 
at the car’s destination (for simplicity it is assumed that all cars have the same destination), an action effect function (that 
determines the expected consequence of a velocity action on its internal state), a sanction grading function (mapping fines 
to real values reflecting the utility of a fine), and an arrival grading function (mapping an arrival time to real values reflecting 
the utility of the given arrival time at the car’s destination). The internal state of the car together with the expected arrival 
time function and the action effect function constitute an agent’s information about themselves and the traffic situation 

13 We assume that v1 and v2 are taken from some sensible finite set of velocity values.
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including other cars. The sanction grading function and the arrival grading function constitute the preference of the cars. 
The further details of the car model can be found in [12].

The objective of this simulation was to investigate the impact of the enforcement of various norm sets on traffic situation 
in the ramp merging scenario for a different population of cars. Two types of cars were distinguished: leisure and business 
cars. These two types were implemented by the sanction and arrival time grading functions. The sanction grading function 
for a leisure car evaluates a sanction as having a higher impact on the car’s utility compared to the same function for a 
business car. Conversely, the arrival time grading function for a leisure car evaluates a late arrival time as having less impact 
on the car’s utility compared to the same function for a business car. The simulation results show that the number of norm 
violations, and therefore traffic congestion, decreases as the severity of fines increases. In particular, they show that norm 
violations do not occur when proper fines (i.e., fines that match the cars’ preferences) are imposed.

The formal connection between the proposed abstract mechanism design methodology and the specification language, 
as established in Proposition 14, may suggest that the results of the mechanism design analysis of norms can be related to 
the results of the implementation of norms in multi-agent simulations. Such a relation can be used to justify the simulation 
results by means of mechanism design explanations, or vice versa, to verify the results of the mechanism design analysis 
by means of simulations. For example, if a mechanism design analysis of the ramp merging scenario shows that a set of 
traffic norms implements the system designer’s objective to avoid traffic congestion (i.e., to avoid simultaneous arrival of 
cars at the merging point m) assuming that cars follow their Nash equilibrium strategies, then one can use the specification 
language to simulate the scenario in order to verify whether the enforcement of the traffic norms avoids traffic congestion.

However, connecting theoretical results obtained by a mechanism design analyses and by experimental results obtained 
by running agent-based simulations is not straightforward and requires further considerations. For example, one could argue 
that the reported experimental results from the traffic simulation in SUMO can be used to claim that an observed reduction 
of traffic congestion is due to the optimality of norms in the sense that the norms implement the objective of avoiding 
traffic congestion in Nash equilibrium. However, such claims could only be justified if the simulated cars were capable of 
strategic reasoning, which is not the case in the reported traffic simulation experiment. The ability of strategic reasoning for 
cars is not supported by our extension of the SUMO platform and requires further extensions. This is due to the fact that 
the preferences of the cars are not accessible to each other such that the cars do not share the structure of the game and 
are thus unable to reason strategically. This implies that the simulations setting in SUMO is not yet rich enough to establish 
a connection to our mechanism design setting.

It should also be noted that our formal mechanism design methodology can now be applied to analyse only one snapshot 
of the traffic simulation, i.e., to analyse the behaviour of cars that arrive simultaneously at the sensor positions. Such a 
snapshot of the ramp merging scenario constitutes a game setting that is quite comparable with the setting of our running 
example (the narrow part of the road in the running example is the merging point of the ramp merging scenario). In order to 
connect the mechanism design methodology and the experimental results of the simulations, which consists of a continuous 
stream of cars, one could model the simulation as a sequence of games. Although this may be a reasonable suggestion, 
one needs to investigate how to model and analyse the change and development of the traffic state in consecutive game 
settings. For example, a high stream of cars may necessarily cause the creation of traffic congestion at the merging point, 
which changes the state of the traffic and therefore the structure of the consecutive games. We believe that a profound 
connection between mechanism design and simulation settings is a challenging future research direction.

7. Related work

There have been many proposals on abstract and executable models for norms and norm enforcement in multi-agent 
systems. However, unlike our work, these proposals focus either on abstract models of norm enforcement or on executable 
models, ignoring the connection between them. Despite this key difference, our abstract and executable model differ from 
existing abstract and executable models, respectively. In the following, we first compare our abstract model for norm and 
norm enforcement to existing abstract models, and then compare our executable specification language with existing exe-
cutable models for norms and norm enforcement.

Our abstract model of norms and norm enforcement is closely related to [1] and [65], though they consider a norm 
from a semantic perspective as a set of transitions instead of a syntactic expression as in our case. In particular, they use 
labelled Kripke structures as multi-agent models, supposing that each agent controls a specific number of transitions. The 
enforcement of a norm is then considered as the deactivation of specific transitions. In our proposal, we distinguish between 
regimenting and sanctioning norms, which is also one of the main conceptual differences besides the mechanism design 
perspective we follow. The enforcement of the regimenting norms is similar to the deactivation of transitions as in [1,65], 
but the enforcement of sanctioning norms may create new states resulting from a relabelling by soft facts and thereby new 
transitions. In this sense, our approach is different as the enforcement of norms may change the underlying multi-agent 
model with new states and transitions. From a conceptual point of view the agent can still perform the action, the physical 
structure encoded by means of hard facts remains intact, but may have to bear the imposed sanctions depending on the 
agents’ preferences. Note also, the change in the underlying transition system may only affect some agents, namely those 
which use relevant soft facts in their preferences. Another difference to our work is that the outcome of norm enforcement 
is assumed to be independent of the preferences where we consider a more general setting captured in terms of normative 
behaviour functions. It is also important to recall that our focus is of a more practical nature. We try to implement and to 
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analyse mechanisms from a practical point of view, i.e., how to implement and verify norm-based multi-agent environment 
by means of executable specifications. The work presented in [3] also assumes that the designer has multiple objectives the 
value of which is determined by the (de)activated transitions in the transition system. The authors show how to compactly 
represent the designer’s objectives by (a set of) CTL formulae each assigned a feature value. Then, the utility of a social law 
is the sum of all feature values of the satisfied CTL formulae minus the costs to implement the social law. The authors give 
an algorithm to compute optimal social laws as well as complexity results. The focus of the work is on computing a good 
social law from the designer’s perspective, not considering agents’ objectives at first place (which is a key concern in our 
setting).

Fitoussi and Tennenholtz [34] put forward a formal framework to engineer and study social laws in multi-agent systems. 
A social law restricts the set of agents’ actions. The authors investigate two properties of social laws: minimality and 
simplicity. Minimality refers to the number of restrictions imposed on the system, where simplicity refers to the capabilities 
of agents. Simpler laws can be followed more easily by simpler agents. The authors consider complexity issues about the 
existence of appropriate norms and study their properties. The setting is quite abstract, using strategies similar to those 
known from normal form games, whereas we start from a transition system usually requiring multiple step strategies. Also, 
the authors consider two specific types of goals, liveness and safety goals, whereas we allow arbitrary LTL-formulae to 
specify agents’ preferences.

Endriss et al. [30] and Wooldridge et al. [69] propose taxation schemes to incentivize agents to change their behaviour
such that the emerging behaviour is stable and shows desirable properties in line with the system specification. In particular, 
the computational complexity of the weak and strong implementation problems is investigated. We have drawn inspiration 
from these problems in the present article. A difference with our work is that they study these problems in the context 
of Boolean games, where we consider a strategic setting in which agents act in a temporal setting. Instead of taxation 
schemes we follow a norm-based approach, and use techniques of mechanisms design to specify the system designer’s 
objectives and analyse their implementability. We believe that this approach is quite flexible and allows to model more 
realistic settings in which the system designer may not know the agents’ preferences and should therefore consider a set of 
possible preferences.

A different avenue of work in this area focuses on norm monitoring in the context of imperfect monitors, e.g., [20,8]. 
In the present paper, we have assumed that monitors are perfect in the sense that the norm enforcement mechanism can 
detect and respond to all norm violating behaviours. It should be clear that any work on norm enforcement either implicitly 
or explicitly assumes that the behaviour of agents is monitored and evaluated with respect to a given set of norms. Our 
assumption that monitors are perfect is reflected by the fact that updating a multi-agent model (i.e. CGS) with a set of 
norms covers possible (violating) behaviour. Moreover, although [20] and [8] consider norms syntactically like us, they use 
LTL-formulae as norm representation to refer to good/bad behaviour. We have considered less expressive norms in order not 
to complicate the main message of our approach unnecessarily. We believe that our general approach can be instantiated 
with more expressive norms as well.

Another line of related research concerns the issue of norm synthesis. Shoham and Tennenholtz [59,60], have discussed 
the problem of off-line design of a set of norms in order to constrain the behaviour of agents and to ensure the overall 
objectives of the multi-agent system. In this work and similar to our approach, the structure of multi-agent systems is 
required and the norms are generated at design time. In line with this tradition, Morales et al. [53,52] consider the problem 
of on-line design of a set of norms to constrain and steer the behaviour of agents. In both off-line and on-line approaches, 
the overall objectives of multi-agent systems are guaranteed by assuming that agents are norm-aware and comply with the 
generated norms. In this sense norms are considered as being regimented in multi-agent systems. Moreover, in contrast 
to our work, these approaches neither provide a game theoretic analysis of norms nor consider the generation of norms 
with sanctions in the context of agents’ preferences. However, we believe that the concepts such as effective, necessary, 
and concise norms as introduced by [53,52] can also be used in off-line norm synthesis approaches such as ours. Following 
the tradition of Shoham and Tennenholtz, Boella and van der Torre [15] consider the problem of norm enforcement by 
distinguishing the choice of off-line designed stable social laws from the choice of control systems. A control system is 
explained to be responsible for monitoring and sanctioning of norm violations. Although the functionality of their proposed 
notion of control system is similar to the functionality of our notion of norm-based mechanism, there are some fundamental 
differences between these approaches. For example, in our approach the behaviour of a multi-agent system is modelled by 
a concurrent game structure while they consider a multi-agent system in an abstract way as a one-shot game, norms in 
our approach are explicit and enforced by an update mechanism while they consider norms as integrated in the structure 
of the games and enforced by a special agent called normative system that selects which game is going to be played, and 
finally they consider the notion of (quasi-)stable social laws while we consider norms from a mechanism design perspective 
as implementing a social choice function in Nash equilibria.

Our work differs also from verification approaches to norm-based systems or protocols [33,7,27,5]. Of course, one can 
consider and exploit our work as an approach to verify the impact of norm enforcement on agents’ behaviour in the sense 
that our approach can be used to check the influence of norm enforcement on agents’ behaviour. However, in contrast to 
our approach, the mentioned work focuses on different types of norms and norm enforcement mechanisms, and does not 
provide any game theoretic tool to analyse the impact of norms on the behaviour of rational agents. In particular, in [33]
norms are defined in terms of communication actions and enforced by means of regimentation, while [7] and [27] consider 
norms as state-based obligations/prohibitions enforced by means of both regimentation and sanctions. The approach pre-
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sented by [5] focuses mainly on the protocol verification and aims at providing a mechanism that can be used, for example 
by the agents, to decide whether following a protocol guarantees their objectives without any norm violation.

In the literature of multi-agent systems various proposals focus on the issue of the practical implementation of norms 
and norm enforcement. They consider norms and norm enforcement mechanisms in broader contexts such as institutions, 
organisations, or coordination environments. Examples are electronic institutions such as ISLANDER/AMELI [33,32], organ-
isational models such as MOISE+/S–MOISE+ [42,43] and OperettA [4], coordination models such as ORG4MAS [41], the 
norm-based framework proposed by [24], the law-governed interaction proposed by [51], and the norm enforcement mech-
anism proposed by [35]. The focus on these proposals is primarily on the development of norm-based multi-agent system 
rather than devising special purpose programming languages to implement norms and norm enforcement. Moreover, the 
lack of explicit formal syntax and (operational) semantics for norm-related concepts in these approaches makes it difficult, 
if not impossible, to relate them to the existing abstract models for norms and norm enforcement. These approaches are 
concerned with agents’ interaction, use different norm types, or focus on norm regimentation only. In the following, we 
discuss further details of some of these approaches.

ISLANDER [31] is one of the early modelling languages for specifying institutions in terms of institutional rules and 
norms. In order to interpret institution specifications, an execution platform, called AMELI, has been developed [32]. This 
platform implements an infrastructure that, on the one hand, facilitates agent participation within the institutional environ-
ment supporting their communication and, on the other hand, enforces the institutional rules and norms. The distinguishing 
feature of ISLANDER/AMELI is that it does not allow any agent to violate norms, i.e., norms are regimenting. Moreover, norms 
in [32], but also in [36] and [61], are action-based and prescribe actions that should or should not be performed by agents.

Another related approach is MOISE+ [43], where a modelling language is proposed to specify multi-agent systems 
through three organisational dimensions: structural, functional, and deontic. The relevant dimension for our work is 
the deontic dimension that concerns concepts such as obligations and prohibitions. Different computational frameworks 
have been proposed to implement and execute MOISE+ specifications, e.g., S–MOISE+ [42] and its artifact-based ver-
sion ORG4MAS [41]. These frameworks are concerned with norms prescribing states that should be achieved/avoided. 
S–MOISE+ is an organisational middleware that provides agents access to the communication layer and the current state 
of the organisation. This middleware allows agents to change the organisation and its specification, as long as such changes 
do not violate organisational constraints. In this sense, norms in S–MOISE+ can be considered as regimenting norms. 
ORG4MAS uses organisational artifacts to implement specific components of an organisation such as group and goal schema. 
In this framework, a special artifact, called reputation artifact, is introduced to manage the enforcement of norms.

There are two proposals that specifically aim at implementing norms and norm enforcement. The first proposal, pre-
sented in [64] and [27], is a norm-based executable specification language designed to facilitate the implementation of 
software entities that exogenously control and coordinate the behaviour of agents by means of norms. Similar to our ap-
proach, norms in this proposal can be either sanctioning or regimenting norms. Also, similar to our approach, they come 
with an operational semantics such that executable specifications can be formally analysed by means of verification tech-
niques [11]. However, in contrast to the approach presented in the present paper, they consider state-based norms such 
as obligation or prohibition of states and ignore action-based norms. This proposal comes with an interpreter, called 2OPL, 
which initiates a process that continuously monitors agents’ actions (i.e., communication and environment actions), deter-
mines the effect of the observed actions based on the action specifications, and enforces norms when necessary. We plan to 
extend 2OPL such that it can interpret and execute action-based norms as presented in the present paper. The second pro-
posal, called JaCaMo [16], aims at supporting the implementation of organisational artifacts, which are responsible for the 
management and enactment of the organisation. An organisational artifact is implemented by a program which implements 
a MOISE+ specification. A translation of MOISE+ specifications into norm-based programs is described by [44]. In contrast 
to our approach, the sanctions in JaCaMo are actions that are delegated to some agents and there is no guarantee that the 
agents will eventually perform the actions. In particular, the violation of norms is detected by organisational artifacts after 
which organisational agents have to deal with those violations.

We conclude this section by the following observation. We have assumed that agents are norm aware in the sense that 
agents follow their preferences and choose optimal behaviours in order to maximize their utilities. The norm awareness 
is reflected in our approach by 1) defining agents’ preferences in terms of specific behaviour and whether the agents 
incur sanctions, and 2) by applying the equilibrium analysis to characterize the behaviour of rational agents under norm 
enforcement. However, we did not focus on how individual agents reason to choose their optimal behaviours as studied, 
for example, by [66] and [6]. In contrast to [66] and [6], we abstract over the specific reasoning schemes of individual 
agents and assume that whatever reasoning schemes individual agents use, they will always act rationally according to 
game theoretic concepts, more precisely according to Nash equilibria.

8. Conclusions, discussion, and future work

Our work focuses on norms and norm enforcement in multi-agent systems. We proposed a formal methodology that 
allows analysing norms and norm enforcement from a mechanism design perspective, and a programming model for imple-
menting them. Using game theoretic tools we showed that the enforcement of norms can change the behaviour of rational 
agents using regimentation and sanctions. It is also shown that our presented programming model is aligned with the ab-
stract model such that our developed game theoretical tools can be applied to analyse norm-based environment programs.
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Specifically, we proposed norm-based mechanism design as a formal methodology for analysing norm-based environment 
programs. We showed how to abstract from a particular environment specification language and how to apply methods 
from mechanism design to verify whether the enforcement of a set of norms on a multi-agent environment agrees with the 
behaviour of rational agents that the system designer expects. More precisely, we introduced normative behaviour functions 
for representing the “ideal” behaviour of multi-agent environments with respect to different sets of agents’ preferences. The 
latter enabled us to apply concepts from game theory to identify agents’ rational behaviour. These formal ideas can now be 
used to verify whether the enforcement of a set of norms is sufficient to motivate rational agents to act in such a way that 
their behaviour become aligned with that described by the normative behaviour function.

We defined a normative system in such a way that it can modify (soft) facts of the environment states. As the language 
used for modelling agents’ preferences and the facts in normative systems are based on the same set of propositional 
symbols, a norm-based mechanism can steer the behaviour of each agent in flexible ways. This notion of mechanism is 
powerful. A first refinement could be to identify a subset �M ⊆ � of soft facts and assume that a normative system can 
only modify state valuations with respect to this set. Such a mechanism can be much weaker but also more natural.

Another direction for future research is to consider robustness against group deviation. Our approach can be extended 
such that each agent a has its “own” set �a of propositional symbols which is used to specify its preference. If we now 
want that some agents are not sensitive to norms and sanctions we simply define the set �N F of facts that are used in a 
normative system such that �N F ∩�a = ∅. Another alternative is to take on a more game theoretic point of view in the 
line with [1] and [23]. For example, one may consider partial strategies which assume that only subgroups of agents play 
rationally. Then, the outcome is usually not a single path any more, but rather a set of paths. This gives rise to a notion of 
(S, A)-implementability.

We investigated the problem, given a CGS M and a set of agents’ preferences Prefs, and a normative behaviour function 
f , whether there is a normative system N which NE-implements f over M, q and Prefs. In future work it would be 
interesting to identify settings in which such normative systems can be constructed efficiently. We also plan to extend our 
analysis to other implementability notions apart from Nash equilibria in more detail, e.g. dominant strategy equilibrium 
implementability.

Finally, yet another interesting direction for future research is to investigate core properties of classical mechanism 
design in our norm-based setting, including budget balanced and individual rational mechanisms. We note that already the 
interpretation of these properties in our setting is interesting. For example, in the case of individual rationality it is not clear 
what it means for an agent “not to take part” in the mechanism/in the multi-agent systems. This may require a shift to an 
open MAS where agents can leave an join the system.
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Appendix A. Quantified Boolean satisfiability problem

Our hardness proofs reduce validity of Boolean quantified formulae to the implementation problems. We consider 
fragments of the Quantified Boolean Satisfiability problem (QSAT), a canonical PSPACE-complete problem. Restricting the 
number of quantifier alternations of QSAT yields subproblems which are complete for different levels of the polynomial 
hierarchy. The problem class QSATi starts with an existential quantifier and allows for i − 1 quantifier alternations; sim-
ilarly, ∀QSATi-formulae begin with an universal quantifier, i = 1, 2, . . . . The previous problems are �P

i and �P
i -complete, 

respectively. In the formal definition we write Q X for Q x1 . . . Q xn for a set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of propositional variables and 
Q ∈ {∀, ∃}.

Definition 25 (QSATi [55]). The QSATi problem is defined as follows.
Input: A quantified Boolean formula (QBF) φ = ∃X1∀X2 . . . Q i Xi ϕ where ϕ is a Boolean formula in negation normal form 
(nnf) (i.e., negations occur only at the propositional level) over disjoint sets of propositional variables X1, . . . , Xi and i ≥ 1
where Q i = ∀ if i is even, and Q i = ∃ if i is odd. φ does not contain any free variables.
Output: True if ∃X1∀X2 . . . Q i Xi ϕ is valid, and false otherwise.

The problem ∀QSATi is defined analogously but formulae φ start with a universal quantifier and then alternate between 
quantifier types.

By abuse of notation, we refer to a QBF φ that satisfies the structural properties required by the problem class QSATi
and ∀QSATi simply as QSATi-formula and ∀QSATi-formula, respectively.

A truth assignment or valuation for a set of variables X is a mapping v : X → {t, f }. Given a Boolean formula ϕ over 
variables X and a truth assignment v over Y ⊆ X we denote by ϕ[v] the formula obtained from ϕ where each y ∈ Y is 
replaced by ⊥ (falsum) and  (verum) if v(y) = f and v(y) = t , respectively. For two truth assignments v1 and v2 over 
X and Y , respectively, with X ∩ Y = ∅ we use the notation v1 ◦ v2 to refer to the induced truth assignment over X ∪ Y ; 
analogously for more than two truth assignments. Using this notation a formula ∃X1∀X2 . . . Q i Xi ϕ is true iff there is a 
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Fig. B.15. Construction of the concurrent game structure for QSAT: value choice section.

truth assignment v1 over X1 such that for all truth assignments v2 over X2 etc. the Boolean formula ϕ[v1 ◦ . . . ◦ vi] is valid. 
For further details, we refer to [55].

Appendix B. Proofs to implementation problems: verification

B.1. Hardness of weak implementation problem: Proposition 4

We show that the membership problem “N ∈WINE (I, q, f )” is �P
2-hard by reducing QSAT2 to it. In the following we 

consider an instance of QSAT2 of the form

φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xm}∀{xm+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

where X1 = {x1, . . . , xm} and X2 = {xm+1, . . . , xn}. The reduction consists of three main steps:

1. We encode φ as a two-player CGS Mφ and show that φ is satisfiable if, and only if, player one has a winning strategy 
in Mφ to achieve a given property (Lemma 16).
We use results from [22] where it was shown that the satisfiability of a QBF φ can be reduced to model checking a 
two-player CGS such that one of the players, the verifier v, has a winning strategy to enforce a (fixed) formula which is 
constructed from φ, against all strategies of the other player, the refuter r, if and only if, φ holds.

2. We construct a preference profile 	γ = (γv, γr) such that a winning strategy of the verifier in Mφ is part of a Nash 
equilibria in (Mφ, q, (γv, γr)) if, and only if, φ is satisfiable.

3. We show that the existence of such a specific Nash equilibria can be answered by testing membership in the weak 
implementation problem.

In the following we assume that the QSAT2-formula φ given above is fixed, including the indexes m and n and that it is 
in negated normal form. Moreover, in the following it is important that X1 and X2 are non-empty. This can be assumed 
without loss of generality.

B.1.1. The model Mφ

We describe the construction the CGS Mφ from formula φ. The idea of the construction in [22] is that the verifier
v (controlling existential variables and disjunctions) and the refuter r (controlling existential variables and conjunctions) 
firstly choose truth values of the variables they control. This is illustrated in Fig. B.15.

For example, if v plays  in q2 a state labelled x2 is reached; otherwise, a state labelled notx2 . This represents that 
variable x2 is assigned true or false, respectively. This part of the model is called value choice section and consists of states

Q1 = {qi | i = 1, . . . ,n} ∪ {qiv | i = 1, . . . ,n and v ∈ {⊥,}}.
States qi with 1 ≤ i ≤m are controlled by v, states with m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n are controlled by r. Afterwards, both agents simulate 
the game theoretic semantics of propositional logic. Player v tries to make the formula true (thus controls disjunctions) and 
r tries to falsify the formula (thus controls conjunctions). This part of the model corresponds to the parse tree of a formula, 
see Fig. B.16. For the formal definition we need additional notation. First, we use sf(φ) to denote the set of subformulae of 
φ. For every formula ψ =ψ1 ◦ψ2 with ◦ ∈ {∧, ∨} we use L(ψ) =ψ1 and R(ψ) = ψ2 to refer to the left and right subformula 
of φ, respectively. If ψ =¬ψ ′ and ψ is not a literal14 we define L(ψ) = R(ψ) =ψ ′ . This allows to use a sequence of L’s and 
R ’s, i.e. an element from {L, R}∗ , to uniquely refer to a subformula where ε refers to φ itself. We refer to such a sequence as 
index. For a formula φ we use ind(φ) ⊆ {L, R}∗ to denote the set of all possible indexes wrt. φ. By slight abuse of notation, 
we denote the subformula referred to by such an index also by sf(i) where i ∈ {L, R}∗ . Note, that different indexes can refer 
to the same subformula. For example, given the formula (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (x2 ∧¬x1) we have that sf(LR) = sf(RL) = x2. Note, as 
we stop at the literal level, the indexes R RL and R R R are not contained in ind((x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (x2 ∧¬x1)).

14 We stop at the literal level as it simplifies our construction.
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Fig. B.16. CGS for QSAT: formula structure section where sf(ι1), . . . , sf(ιl) are all literals.

Fig. B.17. CGS for QSAT: sections of literals where sf(ι)= xi and sf(ι′)=¬xi .

Fig. B.18. Small gadget which can be used by the two players to make their strategy inconsistent.

Given this notation, the formula structure section of the model consists of states

Q2 = {qι | ι ∈ ind(φ), sf(ι) is not a literal}.
For every index ι where sf(ι) = ψ = ψ1 ◦ψ2 with ◦ ∈ {∧, ∨} one of the players chooses L(ψ) = ψ1 or R(ψ) = ψ2. If ◦ = ∨
the verifier v chooses the subformulae; otherwise the refuter does. The “semantic game” between both players ends up in 
a literal, modelled by a literal state. The section of literals is built over states

Q3 = {qι | ι ∈ ind(φ), sf(ι) is a literal}
for each index ι corresponding to a literal l in �, we have that the state qι is controlled by the owner of the Boolean 
variable xi in l (i.e. l = xi or l =¬xi ). As in the value choice section, the owner of that state chooses a value ( or ⊥) for 
the underlying variable (not for the literal!) which leads to a new state of the evaluation section. These states are denoted 
by

Q 4 = {qιv | ι ∈ ind(φ), sf(ι) is a literal and v ∈ {,⊥}} and Q 5 = {q,q⊥}.
A state qιv with sf(ι) = xi is labelled with the proposition xi if v = and with notxi if v =⊥; similarly, qιv with sf(ι) =¬xi
is labelled with the proposition xi if v =⊥ and with notxi if v =. That is, the label v ∈ {, ⊥} models the evaluation of the 
literal and not of the underlying variable. These states shall be used to ensure that a strategy induces a truth assignment, 
as further explained below. Then, the system proceeds to the winning state q (labelled with the proposition winv) if the 
valuation of xi makes the literal sf(ι) true, and to the losing state q⊥ (labelled with the proposition winr) otherwise – see 
Fig. B.17 for details. Finally, we need two special gadgets to ensure that the reduction works. First, we connect a state qd
to the initial state q0. This state will be used to ensure the existence of some Nash equilibrium. Secondly, we need to give 
the players a possibility to mark specific strategies as inconsistent, for reasons which will become clear below. Therefore, we 
insert a small substructure as shown in Fig. B.18 in-between the start state q0 and q1, the beginning of the value-choice 
section. The whole construction is illustrated in Fig. B.19. We refer to the CGS just constructed as Mφ . The formal definition 
is given next.

Definition 26 (Model Mφ ). Let QSAT2-formula φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xm}∀{xm+1, . . . , xn}ϕ be given and in negated normal form. We 
define Xv = {x1, . . . , xm} and Xr = {xm+1, . . . , xn}. The CGS Mφ = (Agt, Q, �, Act, π, d, o) is defined as follows:
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Fig. B.19. Concurrent game structure for the QSAT2 instance �1 ≡ ∃x1∀x2(x1∧x2) ∨ (x2∧¬x1). We have that ind(φ1) = {ε, L, R, LL, LR, RL, R R}. In particular, 
we have that: sf(ε) = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (x2 ∧ ¬x1), sf(L) = x1 ∧ x2, sf(R) = x2 ∧ ¬x1, sf(LL) = x1, sf(R R) = ¬x1 etc. “Light gray” states are owned by the verifier; 
“dark grey” states are owned by the refuter. “White states” belong to no player. A transition outgoing from a state controlled by v (resp. r) labelled with 
an action α corresponds to an action profile (α, −) (resp. (−, α)). Transitions without label correspond to an action profile (−, −).

• Agt= {v, r},
• Q = {q0, q′0, qd} ∪ {qv, q′v, qr, q′r} ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2 ∪ Q3 ∪ Q4 ∪ Q5,
• � = {xi | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {notxi | i = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {winv, winr, start, d, ir, iv},
• π(q0) = {start}, π(q′v) = {iv}, π(q′0) = π(q′r) = {ir}, π(qi) = {xi} for all qi ∈ Q1, π(qi⊥) = {notxi} for all qi ∈ Q1, 

π(qxi) = {xi} for all qxi ∈ Q4, π(qxi⊥) = {notxi} for all qxi ∈ Q5, π(q¬xi⊥) = {xi} for all q¬xi ∈ Q4, π(q¬xi) = {notxi}
for all q¬xi ∈ Q5, π(q) = {winv}, π(qd) = {d} and π(q⊥) = {winr}.

• Act = {L, R, , ⊥, −}
• the function d is defined as

– dv(q0) = dr(q0) = {, ⊥}.
– dv(qi) = {, ⊥} and dr(qi) = {−} for xi ∈ Xv ∪ {qv}.
– dr(qi) = {, ⊥} and dv(qi) = {−} for xi ∈ Xr ∪ {qr}
– dv(qι) = {L, R} and dr(qi) = {−} for all ι ∈ ind(φ) with sf(ι) =ψ1 ∨ψ2 and sf(ι) not a literal
– dr(qι) = {L, R} and dv(qi) = {−} for all ι ∈ ind(φ) with sf(ι) =ψ1 ∧ψ2 and sf(ι) not a literal
– dv(q) = dr(q) = {−} for all other states q.

• and o is defined as:
– o(q0, (, )) = qd , o(q0, (⊥, )) = q′0, o(q0, (α1, α2)) = qv for (α1, α2) ∈ {(, ⊥), (⊥, ⊥)}, and o(q′0, (−, −)) = qv .
– o(qv, (, −)) = q′v , o(qv, (⊥, −)) = qr and o(q′v, (−, −)) = qr
– o(qr, (−, )) = q′r , o(qr, (−, ⊥)) = q1 and o(q′r, (−, −)) = q1
– o(q, (−, −)) = q for q ∈ {qd, q, q⊥}.
– o(qi, (v, −)) = qiv where v ∈ {, ⊥} and xi ∈ Xv
– o(qi, (−, v)) = qiv where v ∈ {, ⊥} and xi ∈ Xr
– o(qι, (x, −)) = qιx where x ∈ {L, R}, ι ∈ ind(φ) and sf(ι) =ψ1 ∨ψ2.
– o(qι, (−, x)) = qιx where x ∈ {L, R}, ι ∈ ind(φ) and sf(ι) =ψ1 ∧ψ2.
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– o(qι, (y, −)) = qιy where y ∈ {, ⊥} and sf(ι) = x ∈ Xv .
– o(qι, (y, −)) = qιz where y, z ∈ {, ⊥}, y �= z and sf(ι) =¬x with x ∈ Xv .
– o(qι, (−, y)) = qιy where y ∈ {, ⊥} and sf(ι) = x ∈ Xr .
– o(qι, (−, y)) = qιz where y, z ∈ {, ⊥}, y �= z and sf(ι) =¬x with x ∈ Xr .
– o(qiv , (−, −)) = qi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and v ∈ {, ⊥}
– o(qnv , (−, −)) = qφ for v ∈ {, ⊥}
– o(qι, (−, −)) = q for sf(ι) a literal.
– o(qι⊥, (−, −)) = q⊥ for sf(ι) a literal.

Each state of Mφ has at most two outgoing transitions, with the exception of state q0 which has four. Hence, the number 
of transitions is polynomial in the number of states. In the next section we describe how to ensure that only strategies of 
the players are taken into consideration which correspond to truth assignments.

B.1.2. Strategies and assignments
If a path in the model goes through a state labelled xi and notxi this can be interpreted as setting variable xi true 

and false, respectively. We observe that the states which have as children an xi-state or a notxi-state the transitions to a 
successor is determined by a single player only. Thus, a strategy of a player completely determines which xi-states and 
notxi-states, where xi is a variable of the very player, are visited. It may happen that a path contains an xi-state as well as 
a notxi-state, by performing contrary actions in a state qi of the value-choice section and in qι with sf(ι) = xi in the literal 
section. If this happens we call the responsible strategy of the player inconsistent as it does not encode a truth assignment 
of the variables that the player controls. Thus, it has to be ensured that choices are made consistently: the same variable x is 
always assigned true, or always assigned false. For this purpose the following consistency constraints—temporal formulae—are 
introduced for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

Ti ≡�¬xi ∨�¬notxi.

It is easy to see that if Ti is true along a path then this path—or the associated strategy of the player that controls xi —
represents a truth assignment of xi . We set

Tv ≡�¬iv ∧
m∧

i=1

Ti

Tr ≡�¬ir ∧
n∧

i=m+1

Ti

where the propositions ir and iv are used to indicate that the current strategy of the refuter and verifier, respectively, are 
invalid. The latter is needed to prevent specific strategy profiles to constitute a Nash equilibrium. We call a strategy of the 
verifier v (resp. refuter r) consistent if for all strategies of the refuter (resp. the verifier) the induced outcome path satisfies 
Tv (resp. Tr). In the case of consistent choices we observe that the formula structure section together with the sections of 
literals implement the game theoretical semantics of Boolean formula [39].

Next we recall from [22] (with small modifications) the following lemma which says that φ is satisfiable iff there is a 
consistent strategy of player v such that for all consistent strategies of player r—again, consistent means that truth values 
are assigned consistently to variables and that it is not invalid—such that eventually winv holds. We emphasize that our 
construction does not assume perfect-recall strategies due to the fact the we are only considering one quantifier alternation. 
Also, note that if q⊥ or q is reached, each agent can switch from a consistent strategy to an inconsistent one without 
changing the outcome paths with the possible exception of the transitions between qv and q1.

Lemma 16. Let a QSAT2-formula φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xm}∀{xm+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in negated normal form be given. The model Mφ

can be constructed in polynomial time. We have that φ is satisfiable iff there is a strategy sv of the verifier v with sv(q0) =⊥ such that 
for all strategies sr of the refuter r it holds that outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tv ∧ (Tr →�winv).

Proof. “⇒”: Suppose φ is true and let sv be the strategy induced by a truth assignment v of {x1, . . . , xm} witnessing the 
truth of φ (i.e. ϕ[v] is valid) and by the simulation of the game theoretic semantics which witnesses the truth of ϕ[v]. 
Moreover, let sv(q0) = ⊥ (this is needed to avoid that the refuter can reach the state qd) and let sr be any consistent 
strategy of r. Note that the strategy (sv, sr) induces a truth assignment v1 ◦ v2 of Xv ∪ Xr . Then, �winv must be true on 
outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) otherwise the refuter had a strategy sr which induces a truth assignment v with ϕ[v1 ◦ v] is false. Which 
would yield a contradiction.

“⇐”: Let sv be a strategy of the verifier v with sv(q0) = ⊥ such that for all strategies sr of the refuter r it holds 
that outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tv ∧ (Tr → �winv). sv induces a truth assignment v . For any consistent strategy sr we have 
that �winv is true. It is straight-forward to check that the truth assignment v induced by sv encodes a truth assignment 
witnessing the truth of φ due to the encoded game theoretic semantics in the model. That is, ϕ[v] is valid and thus φ is 
true. �
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B.1.3. Preferences and Nash equilibria
Lemma 16 showed that the satisfiability problem of a given QSAT2-formula φ can be reduced to a strategy ex-

istence and model checking problem of a rather simple formula in Mφ . What we need for the reduction to the 
weak implementability problem is that a winning strategy of the verifier is part of a Nash equilibrium iff the for-
mula φ is satisfiable. For this purpose, we define the following preference lists for player v and r, respectively: 

γv = ((©d,4),

((�winv ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧ Tv),2),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧¬Tv),1),

(,0)),

γr = ((©d,4),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧¬Tv),2),

((�winv ∧ Tr),1),

(,0)).

Now we can relate the satisfiability of φ to the existence of Nash equilibria which contains a winning strategy of the 
verifier according to Lemma 16.

Proposition 17 (Nash equilibria in Mφ). Let φ be a QSAT2-formula in nnf and (γv, γr) be the preference profile defined above.

(a) We have that (sd, s′d) ∈NE(Mφ, q0, (γv, γr)) for any two strategies sd and s′d with sd(q0) = s′d(q0) =.
(b) φ is satisfiable iff there is an s ∈NE(Mφ, q0, (γv, γr)) with outMφ (q0, s) |=LTL �winv .
(c) Let γ ′v and γ ′r equal γv and γr but with the first list entry (©d, 4) being removed, respectively. Then, it holds that φ is satisfiable 

iff NE(Mφ, q0, (γ ′v, γ ′r )) �= ∅.

Proof.

(a) The strategy profile (sd, s′d) yields the path q0qω
d . For that path the payoff for both players is four. No player can deviate 

to improve its payoff. It is a Nash equilibrium.
(b) “⇒”: If φ holds then, according to Lemma 16, there is a strategy sv such that sv(q0) = ⊥ and for all strategies sr it 

holds that outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= Tv ∧ (Tr →�winv) (	). We claim that the profile (sv, s′r) for any consistent strategy s′r
of the refuter is a Nash equilibrium. First, observe that sr(q0) =⊥, otherwise Tr could not be true on the outcome path. 
Second, note that such a strategy s′r must exist as r always has a consistent strategy. Given these strategies players v and 
r get a payoff of 3 and 1, respectively. As sr(q0) = sv(q0) =⊥ no player can deviate to reach state qd . Moreover, player 
r cannot deviate to a consistent strategy making ¬�winv true by Lemma 16. This shows that no player can unilaterally 
deviate to increase its payoff.
“⇐”: Suppose φ is false. That is,

(	) for each truth assignment v1 of {x1, . . . , xm} there is a truth assignment v2 of {xm+1, . . . , xn} such that ϕ[v1 ◦ v2]
is false.

We consider a strategy profile s = (sv, sr) with outMφ (q1, s) |=LTL �winv and show that it cannot be a Nash equilibrium. 
For the sake of contradiction, suppose s were a Nash equilibrium. Then, first, it must be the case that Tv is true on the 
path; otherwise, player v can increase its utility by deviating to a consistent strategy that still satisfies �winv (note that 
the strategy of r is fixed and memoryless). Second, we show that player r can always deviate to increase its payoff. If Tr

holds then r gets a payoff of 1. However, by (	) the refuter can deviate to a consistent strategy such that the resulting 
path satisfies ¬�winv . By doing so it can increase its payoff to 3. On the other hand, if Tr does not hold, then the 
refuter gets a payoff of 0 and can again deviate to increase its payoff by (	), i.e. by deviating to a consistent strategy 
that satisfies ¬�winv .

(c) We consider the modified preference list. If φ is satisfiable then NE(Mφ, q0, (γ ′v, γ ′r )) �= ∅ by (b). Now suppose φ is 
false. That is, (	) holds. We consider a strategy profile s = (sv, sr) and show that it cannot be a Nash equilibrium. Firstly, 
suppose outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=�winv . Then, it has already been shown in (b) that s cannot be a Nash equilibrium. Thus, 
we consider the case that λ := outMφ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= ¬�winv . We distinguish the four cases which result from players 
playing consistent or inconsistent strategies. (i) Suppose Tv ∧ Tr holds on path λ. Then, v is better off by playing an 
inconsistent strategy resulting in a payoff of 1 rather than 0. (ii) If Tv ∧ ¬Tr is true then r is better of playing a 
consistent strategy which remains to satisfy ¬�winv . This is possible by (	). (iii) ¬Tv ∧ Tr is true on λ. Then, player r
can deviate to an inconsistent strategy that still makes ¬�winv true (this can be achieved by playing  in state q0). 
This increases the player’s payoff from 0 to 2. (iv) Suppose the path satisfies ¬Tv ∧¬Tr . Then, player v is better off to 
deviate to a consistent strategy. This shows that there cannot be any Nash equilibrium. �

Theorem 18 (Hardness of weak implementation: verification). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS and N a normative system included in I. The 
problem whether N ∈WINE (I, q, f ) is �P-hard in the size of M, N and Prefs.
2
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Proof. �P
2 -hardness is shown by a reduction to the weak implementability problem of f ((γv, γr)) = �winv . Given a

QSAT2-formula φ in nnf we construct the model Mφ , which can be done in polynomial time according to Lemma 16, 
and define I = (Mφ, {(γv, γr)}, {Nε}). Now, by Proposition 17(b) we have that: φ is satisfiable iff ∃s ∈NE(Mφ, q0, (γv, γr))

such that out(q0, s) |=�winv . This equivalence, however, is equivalent to Nε ∈WINE (I, q0, f ). �
B.2. Hardness of strong implementability: Theorem 5

The strong implementation problem requires checking two parts: that the set of Nash equilibria is non-empty and that 
all Nash equilibria satisfy specific properties. We show that the latter one gives rise to �P

2-hardness. In order to be able to 
use our model Mφ for a reduction of ∀QSAT2, we need to switch the roles of the verifier and refuter. That is, the refuter 
controls variables in {x1, . . . , xm} and the verifier in {xm+1, . . . , xn}. This revised model denoted by M̂φ and will later also be 
used for the problem of the existence of an appropriate normative system. This reduction requires an additional labelling of 
some states, modelling the guessing of a normative system.

Definition 27 (The model M̂φ ). Given a ∀QSAT2-formula φ ≡ ∀{x1, . . . , xm}∃{xm+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in nnf we define the 
CGS M̂φ analogously to Mφ but Xr = {x1, . . . , xm} and Xv = {xm+1, . . . , xn}. We further label q0 and each state reachable in 
an even number of transitions from q0 with a new proposition t.

The labelling t will later be used for ensuring that the structure of M̂φ is not affected by a norm-based update, more 
precisely that no transitions are regimented making for instance the winning state of the verifier unreachable. The proof of 
the following lemma is done analogously to the one of Lemma 16.

Lemma 19. Given a ∀QSAT2-formula φ ≡ ∀{x1, . . . , xm}∃{xm+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in nnf we have that φ is satisfiable iff for all 
strategies sr of refuter r with sr(q0) =⊥ there is a strategy sv of verifier v such that outM̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tr → (Tv ∧�winv).

Proof. [Sketch] “⇒”: Suppose φ is true. For each truth assignment v of Xr let w v denote a truth assignment of Xv such 
that ϕ[v ◦ w v ] is valid. Let sr denote the strategy induced by v and let ssr

v be a consistent strategy induced by w v which 
witnesses the truth of φ. Thus, �winv must be true on outM̂φ (q0, (ssr

v , sr)) otherwise the refuter had a consistent strategy 
for which there is no consistent strategy ssr

v such that outM̂φ (q0, (ssr
v , sr)) �|=LTL �winv . This would imply that there is an v

such that for all w v , ϕ[v ◦ w v ] is false. Contradiction.
“⇐”: Let ssr

v be a consistent strategy of the verifier v which witnesses the truth of the formulae when the refuter 
plays the consistent strategy sr , i.e. outM̂φ (q0, (ssr

v , sr)) |=LTL �winv . The strategies induce the truth assignments v and w v , 
respectively (using the same notation as above). It is straight-forward to check that ϕ[v ◦ w v ] is true. �

The next lemma shows that we can use the previous result to reduce the truth of a ∀QSAT2 instance to a property over 
all Nash equilibria in M̂φ using a slightly modified variant of the preference lists of player v used before. We define

γ̂v = ((©d,5),

((�winv ∧ Tv),4),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),2),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧¬Tv),1),

(,0)),

and γ̂r = γr .

Proposition 20 (Nash equilibria in M̂φ). Let φ be a ∀QSAT2-formula in nnf.

(a) We have that (sd, s′d) ∈NE(M̂φ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)) for any strategies sd and s′d with sd(q0) = s′d(q0) =.

(b) φ is satisfiable iff for all s ∈NE(M̂φ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)) it holds that out(q0, s) |=LTL �winv ∨©d.

Proof.

(a) Analogously to Proposition 17(a).
(b) “⇒”: If φ holds then, according to Lemma 19, for all strategies sr with sr(q0) = ⊥ there is a strategy sv such 

that outM̂φ (q0, (sv, sr))) |= Tr → (Tv ∧ �winv) (	). Now, suppose there was a Nash equilibrium s = (sv, sr) with 
out̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= ¬�winv ∧ ¬ © d. We consider the following cases. First, assume that out̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= Tr . 
M M
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Then, by (	) the verifier could deviate from sv to obtain a path satisfying Tv ∧�winv . This shows that (sv, sr) is not 
a Nash equilibrium. Second, assume that outM̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= ¬Tr ∧ Tv . In that case, the refuter would be better off 
playing a consistent strategy. Thirdly, assume that outM̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |= ¬Tr ∧ ¬Tv . In that case the verifier would be 
better off switching to a consistent strategy. Also note that not both players can play  in q0 as ¬ © d holds. This 
shows that for all s ∈NE(M̂φ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)), outM̂φ (q0, s) |=LTL �winv ∨©d.
“⇐”: Suppose φ is false. We need to show that there is a Nash equilibrium s such that outM̂φ (q0, s) |=LTL ¬�winv ∧
¬ ©d. By Lemma 19 there is a strategy sr with sr(q0) =⊥ such that for all strategies sv we have outM̂φ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL

Tr ∧ (Tv → ¬�winv) (by contraposition). Now, let s′v be any strategy such that outM̂φ (q0, (s′v, sr)) |=LTL Tv and 
s′v(q0) = ⊥. We show that (sr, s′v) ∈ NE(M̂φ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)). By Lemma 19, the verifier cannot change its strategy to 
ensure �winv . Moreover, as sr(q0) =⊥ the verifier v cannot deviate to increase its payoff. Analogously, as s′v(q0) =⊥, 
the refuter cannot deviate from sr to increase its payoff. This shows that (sr, s′v) is indeed a Nash equilibrium. Thus we 
have that there is an s ∈NE(M̂φ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)) with outM̂φ (q0, s) |=LTL ¬�winv ∧¬ © d. �

Theorem 21 (Hardness of strong implementation: verification). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS and N a normative system included in I. 
The problem whether N ∈ SINE (I, q, f ) is �P

2 -hard as well as �P
2-hard in the size of M, N and Prefs.

Proof. �P
2-hardness. By Lemma 16 and Proposition 17(c) we can construct a model Mφ from a QSAT2-formula φ in nnf in 

polynomial time such that: φ is satisfiable iff NE(Mφ, q0, (γ̂v, ̂γr)) �= ∅. This is equivalent to

NE(Mφ,q0, (γ̂v, γ̂r)) �= ∅ and ∀s ∈NE(Mφ,q0, (γ̂v, γ̂r)) : outMφ (q0, s) |=LTL  iff Nε ∈ SINE (I,q0, f )

for f ((γ̂v, ̂γr)) =.
�P

2-hardness. We reduce ∀QSAT2 to the strong implementation problem for f ((γ̂v, ̂γr)) = �winv ∨©d. By Lemma 19
and Proposition 20 we can construct a model M̂φ from a ∀QSAT2-formula φ in polynomial time such that:

φ is satisfiable

iff ∀s ∈NE(M̂φ,q0, (γ̂v, γ̂r)) : outM̂φ (q0, s) |=LTL �winv ∨©d (Proposition 20(b))

iff ∀s ∈NE(M̂φ,q0, (γ̂v, γ̂r)) : outM̂φ (q0, s) |=LTL �winv ∨©d and NE(M̂φ,q0, (γ̂v, γ̂r)) �= ∅ (Proposition 20(a))

iff Nε ∈ SINE (I,q0, f ) �
Appendix C. Proofs of implementation problems: existence

In the following we consider the hardness proof of the existence problem stated in Proposition 8. The proof that the 
problem is �P

3-hard requires a further technical sophistication. The basic idea is that the normative system is used to sim-
ulate the first existential quantification in a QSAT3-formula. Firstly, we show how this can be achieved by using sanctioning 
norms and afterwards by using regimenting norms.

C.1. Sanctioning and regimentation norms

For the hardness part we reduce QSAT3. Therefore, we consider the QSAT3-formula

φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xr}∀{xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

in nnf and show that φ is true iff SINE (I, q, f ) = ∅ for appropriate I, q, and f . The idea of the reduction extends the 
reduction given in the previous section. Essentially, we use the construction M̂φ̂ from the previous section where φ̂ is a 
modified version of the QSAT3-formula φ. The refuter r additionally controls the literal states referring to the new variables 
in {x1, . . . , xr}. In order to use our previous construction, we define φ̂ as the formula obtained from φ as follows:

φ̂ ≡ ∀{x1, . . . , xr, xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

That is, the first existentially quantified variable are moved to the universal part controlled by the refuter. A sanctioning 
norm is used to define a truth assignment of the variables x1, . . . , xr . For this purpose, a sanctioning norm labels states q′0
and qv with new propositions representing the truth assignment. For illustration assume that the sanctioning norm should 
encode a truth assignment which assigns true to x1, . . . , xg and false to xg+1, . . . , xr with 1 ≤ g ≤ r. This can be modelled 
by the normative system:

N= {({start}, {(	1, 	2) | 	1, 	2 ∈ {,⊥},not 	1 = 	2 =}, {x1, . . . , xg,notxg+1, . . . ,notxr)}.
Then, in the model M̂φ̂ � N, states q′0 and qv are additionally labelled with {x1, . . . , xg, notxg+1, . . . , notxr}. Given that we 
consider φ̂ the consistency constraint Tr of r in M̂φ̂ has the form:
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Tr ≡�¬ir ∧
r+m∧

i=r+1

Ti ∧
r∧

i=1

(�¬xi ∨�¬notxi).

We also define the formula

asgn≡
(
©

r∧
i=1

(
(xi ∨ notxi)∧¬(xi ∧ notxi)

))∨©d

expressing that the next state is either qd , or q′0 or qv each of the two labelled with a representation of a truth assignment 
for the variables {x1, . . . , xr}, assuming that the current state is q0. These formulae suffice if we were only given sanc-
tioning norms. In the presence of regimenting norms, however, it has also to be ensured that regimenting norms do not 
regiment transitions invalidating the structure of the model. For example, the transitions leading to state q may simply 
be regimented which makes it impossible for the verifier to win. The idea is to introduce a formula which “forbids” such 
undesirable normative systems. Therefore, we define the formula

tick=�(
(t→©¬t)∧ (¬t→©t)∨©(d∨winv ∨winr)

)
.

It describes that a path does not loop in states other than the already looping states qd , q , and q⊥ . Now, we can prove 
the following result:

Lemma 22. Let N ∈Nrs be a normative system such that for all paths λ ∈�
M̂φ̂�N(q0) it holds that λ |= tick. Then, N cannot contain a 

regimentation norm which is applicable in a state Q\{qd, q⊥, q}.

Proof. Suppose that an outgoing transition in a state q ∈ Q\{qd, q⊥, q} is regimented. Then, there is a loop from q to q. 
Let λ denote the path from q0 to q followed by qω . Clearly, the formula tick is violated on that path which contradicts the 
assumption. �
Lemma 23. Given a QSAT3-formula φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xr}∀{xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in nnf we have that φ
is satisfiable iff there is an N ∈ Nrs such that for all strategies sr of r with sr(q0) = ⊥ there is a strategy sv of v such that 
out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr → (Tv ∧�winv)) and for all paths λ ∈ �
M̂φ̂�N(q0) we have that λ |= ass ∧ tick. Moreover, for the 

direction “⇒” we can always find a normative system in Ns.

Proof. “⇒”: Suppose φ holds. Let v be a witnessing truth assignment of the variables {x1, . . . , xr}. Then, φ′ ≡
∀{xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)[v] is satisfiable. By Lemma 19, we have that for all sr with sr(q0) =⊥ there 
is an sv such that

(	) out
M̂φ′ (q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tr → (Tv ∧�winv).

Now let

N= {({start}, {(,⊥), (⊥,), (⊥,⊥)}, {xi1 , . . . , xig ,notxig+1 , . . . ,notxir)}
such that vi1 = . . .= vig = t and vig+1 = . . .= vir = f where (i1, . . . , ir) is a permutation of (1, . . . , r). Then, we have that for 
all paths λ ∈�

M̂φ̂�N(q0), π(λ) |=LTL ass∧ tick. The claim follows by (	) applied on ϕ[v] as the normative system essentially 
fixes the choices of the refuter for all variables {x1, . . . , xr}; every deviation of these induced truth values of the refuter 
would result in an inconsistent strategy.

“⇐”: Let N ∈ Nrs such that for all strategies sr with sr(q0) = ⊥ of r there is a strategy sv of v such that 
out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr → (Tv ∧�winv)) and for all paths λ ∈�
M̂φ̂�N(q0) we have that λ |= ass∧ tick. By Lemma 22

no transitions can be regimented apart from those starting in qd , q⊥ , and q . The valuation of q′0 and of qv induce truth 
assignments v1 and v2 of {x1, . . . , xr}, respectively. We can choose N in such a way that v1 = v2. This is the case because 
for all strategies sr of r with sr(q0) =⊥ there is a strategies sv of v such that out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr → (Tv∧�winv)), 
we also have that ∀{xr+1, . . . xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ[vi] is true for i ∈ {1, 2} (cf. Lemma 19). The claim follows. �

Now, we can present our reduction to the implementation problem. Again, we need to slightly modify the players’ 
preference lists:

̂̂γ v = ((©d∨¬tick∨¬ass,5),

((�winv ∧ Tv),4),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),2),
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((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧¬Tv),1),

(,0)),̂̂γ r = ((©d∨¬tick∨¬ass,4),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧¬Tv),2),

((�winv ∧ Tr),1),

(,0)).

Proposition 24. Let φ be a QSAT3-formula in nnf.

(a) For any N ∈Nrs , we have that (sd, s′d) ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N, q0, (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r)) for any strategy sd and sd′ with sd(q0) = s′d(q0) =.

(b) φ is satisfiable iff there is an N ∈Nrs such that for all s ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N, q0, (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r)) with out
M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d) ∧

ass∧ tick.
(c) φ is satisfiable iff there is an N ∈Ns such that for all s ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N, q0, (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r)) with out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d) ∧
ass∧ tick.

Proof.

(a) The action profile (sd, s′d) yields the path q0qω
d which satisfies ©d if the transition (, ) is not regimented, and the 

path qω
0 which satisfies ¬tick if it is regimented. On both paths the payoff for both players is maximal. No player can 

improve its payoff.
(b) “⇒”: Suppose φ holds. By Lemma 23 there is an N ∈Ns such that for all strategies sr of r with sr(q0) = ⊥ there is 

a strategy sv of v such that out
M̂φ̂�N(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tr → (Tv ∧ �winv) and for all paths λ ∈ �

M̂φ̂�N(q0) we have 
that λ |= ass∧ tick. Now suppose that there was a Nash equilibrium (sv, sr) such that out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL ass∧ tick→
(¬�winv ∧ ¬ © d). As ass ∧ tick is true on all paths, this means that out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (¬�winv ∧ ¬ © d) for this 
Nash equilibrium. We can use the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 20(b) to obtain a contradiction. Hence, 
such a Nash equilibrium cannot exist.
“⇐”: Suppose φ does not hold. We have to show that for all N ∈Nrs there is an s ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N, q0, (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r)) such that 
(	) out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (ass∧ tick) → (¬�winv ∧¬ © d).

Firstly, suppose that M̂φ̂ � N contains a path λ ∈�
M̂φ̂�N(q0) with λ |= ¬tick. This path can be generated by some strategy 

profile s which satisfies (	), as the antecedent of (	) will be false. As this strategy profile gives maximal utility it is a 
Nash equilibrium. Thus, from now on we can assume that all paths in the norm updated model satisfy tick. Completely 
analogous, we can also assume that ass is satisfied in the updated models.
Secondly, consider M̂φ̂ � N such that all paths λ ∈�

M̂φ̂�N(q0) satisfy tick ∧ ass. As φ does not hold, by Lemma 23 and 
our assumption about the updated models we have that for all N ∈Nrs there is a strategy sr of r with sr(q0) =⊥ such 
that for all strategies sv of v, out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL Tr ∧ (Tv →¬�winv). The rest of the proof follows analogously 
to Proposition 20(b): let s′v be any strategy such that out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, (s′v, sr)) |=LTL Tv and s′v(q0) =⊥. By Lemma 23, the 
verifier cannot change its strategy to ensure �winv . Moreover, as sr(q0) = ⊥ the verifier v cannot deviate to increase 
its payoff. Analogously, as s′v(q0) =⊥, the refuter cannot deviate from sr to increase its payoff. This shows that (sr, s′v)
is indeed a Nash equilibrium. Thus we have that there is an s ∈ NE(M̂φ̂ � N, q0, (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r)) with out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL

¬�winv ∧¬ © d.
(c) Follows immediately from (b) and Lemma 23. �

Theorem 25 (Hardness strong implementation: existence, sanctioning). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS and N ∈ {Nrs, Ns}. The problem 
whether SINE (I, q, f ) �= ∅ is �P

3-hard.

Proof. First, let N =Nrs and φ be a QSAT3 formula in nnf. We have for f (̂̂γ v, ̂̂γ r) = (�winv ∨©d) ∧ ass∧ tick:

φ satisfiable

iff ∃N ∈N (∀s ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N,q0, (̂̂γ v,
̂̂γ r)) : out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d)∧ ass∧ tick (Proposition 24 (b))

iff ∃N ∈N (∀s ∈NE(M̂φ̂ � N,q0, (̂̂γ v,
̂̂γ r)) : out

M̂φ̂�N(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d)∧ ass∧ tick

and NE(M̂φ̂ � N,q0, (̂̂γ v,
̂̂γ r)) �= ∅) (Proposition 24(a))
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iff SINE (I,q0, f ) �= ∅
The case N =Ns follows analogously using Proposition 24(c) in the first step. �
C.2. Regimentation norms

Finally, we consider the case in which N ∈ Nr . We have already seen how to ensure that regimenting norms do not 
regiment specific transitions, by means of the formula tick. However, we can no longer use the previous construction, based 
on sanctioning norms, to encode a truth assignment. We have to find a way to achieve this with regimenting norms. The 
idea of this construction consists of two parts:

1. Use regimenting norms to simulate truth assignments of variables x1 to xr by removing some of the outgoing transitions 
of states in {q1, . . . , qr}.

2. Ensure that no other transition is regimented by using a formula which characterizes the structure of M̂φ̂ .

Definition 28 (The model M̂φ̂
r ). Let φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xr}∀{xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in nnf be given. We de-

fine M̂φ̂
r as M̂φ̂ but each state from {q1, q1⊥, q1, . . . , qr, qr⊥, qr} is additionally labelled by a fresh proposition rr .

For part 1, we observe that the model contains only the three looping states qd , q , and q⊥ . We introduce the formulae

tickr =�(((t∧¬rr)→©¬t)∧ ((¬t∧¬rr)→©t)∨©(d∨winv ∨winr))

validr =�(((t∧ rr)→©¬t)∧ ((¬t∧ rr)→©t)

tick= tickr ∧ validr

As before we use tickr to ensure that no regimentation norm is imposed on any state except from possibly {q1, . . . , qr}. 
The idea is that some of these transitions in the set may be regimented. A second formula validr is true on a path on which 
no transition from states in {q1, . . . , qr} which are also contained on the path are regimented. Finally, tick represents that no 
transition on a path is regimented.

Lemma 26. Let N ∈Nrs be a normative system such that for all paths λ ∈�
M̂φ̂�N(q0) it holds that λ |= tickr . Then, N cannot contain 

a regimentation norm which is applicable in a state of Q\{qd, q⊥, q, q1, q1⊥, q1, . . . , qr, qr⊥, qr}.

Lemma 27. Given a QSAT3-formula φ ≡ ∃{x1, . . . , xr}∀{xr+1, . . . , xr+m}∃{xr+m+1, . . . , xn}ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in nnf we have that φ is 
satisfiable iff there is an N ∈Nr such that in M̂φ̂

r � N there is a path from q0 to qr+1 (or to qε if r = n), such that for all strategies sr
of r with sr(q0) =⊥ there is a strategy sv of v such that out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr ∧ validr) → (Tv ∧�winv), and for all paths 
λ ∈�

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0) we have that λ |= tickr .

Proof. [Sketch] “⇒”: Suppose φ is satisfiable. Let v be a witnessing valuation of the variables {x1, . . . , xr}. We consider the 
normative system N which regiments from qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the transition (−, ) (resp. (−, ⊥)) if v(xi) = f (resp. v(xi) = t). Now 
the truth assignment of {xr+1, . . . , xr+m, . . . , xn} induces witnessing strategies following the same reasoning as in Lemma 19. 
It is also the case that tickr is true on all paths starting in q0.

“⇐”: Suppose there is an N ∈Nr such that for all strategies sr of r with sr(q0) =⊥ there is a strategy sv of v such that 
out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, (sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr ∧ validr) → (Tv ∧�winv), and for all paths λ ∈�
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0) we have that λ |= tickr and there is 
a path from q0 to qr+1 (or to qε if r = n).

By Lemma 26 the transitions of all states in which rr does not hold are not affected by the update by the normative 
system. We can assume wlog that N regiments exactly one outgoing transition for each of the states in {q1, . . . , qr} (it 
cannot regiment both transitions due to the connectivity property). This is so, because otherwise we move the variable xi , 
1 ≤ i ≤ r, of which no transition is regimented to the universally quantified part of φ. Thus, the normative system N induces 
a truth assignment v of the variables {x1, . . . , xr} as follows: v(xi) = t (resp. v(xi) = f) iff transition (−, ⊥) (resp. (−, )) is 
regimented in qi . Now, we can apply a reasoning similar to that of Lemma 19 wrt. φ̂[v] and the model M̂φ̂[v]

r � N. We get 
that φ̂[v] is satisfiable. The normative systems gives a witnessing truth assignment v of the variables {x1, . . . , xr} showing 
that φ is satisfiable. �

In the previous result it was crucial to assume that the normative system does not regiment both of the transitions 
outgoing of some state q1, . . . , qr . In the following we have to ensure that normative systems which do not respect this 
condition, yield some “bad” Nash equilibrium. Therefore, we define the following preference lists:
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γ ∗v = ((©d∨¬tick,5),

((�winv ∧ Tv),4),

((¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),2),

((¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧¬Tv),1),

(,0)),

γ ∗r = ((©d∨¬tickr,4),

((validr ∧¬�winv ∧ Tr ∧ Tv),3),

((validr ∧¬�winv ∧¬Tr ∧¬Tv),2),

((validr ∧�winv ∧ Tr),1),

(,0)).

Now we are able to show the following result:

Proposition 28. Let φ be a QSAT3-formula in nnf and N ∈Nr .

(a) We have that (sd, s′d) ∈NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N, q0, (γ ∗v , γ ∗r )) for any strategy sd and s′d with sd(q0) = s′d(q0) =.

(b) φ is satisfiable iff there is an N ∈Nr such that for all s ∈NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N, q0, (γ ∗v , γ ∗r )) we have that out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv∨
©d) ∧ tick.

Proof.

(a) Either we end up in path q0qω
d or in qω

0 . The former satisfies tick∧©d, the latter satisfying ¬tick.

(b) “⇒”: Suppose φ is satisfiable. Then, we can apply Lemma 27. That is, let N ∈Nr such that in M̂φ̂
r � N there is a path 

from q0 to qr+1 (or to qε if r = n), for all strategies sr of r with sr(q0) = ⊥ there is a strategy sv of v such that 
out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, (sv, sr) |=LTL (Tr ∧ validr) → (Tv ∧ �winv) and for all paths λ ∈ �
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0) we have that λ |= tickr . Now 

suppose there were a Nash equilibrium s = (sv, sr) with out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL tick→ (¬�winv ∧¬ © d).

First, assume that out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) �|=LTL tick. Then, we also have out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) �|=LTL tickr by Lemma 27 and the fact 
that validr ∧ tickr → tick holds on the path. Thus, the refuter would be better of to deviate to a strategy s′r such that 
out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, (sv, s′r)) |= Tr ∧ validr . Second, assume that out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL tick. Then, also out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL validr . 
If sv(q0) = then the refuter can increase its payoff by also deviating to sr(q0) =; so, let us suppose that sv(q0) =⊥. 
We can also assume that the verifier plays a consistent strategy, otherwise it would deviate to one. In that case we can 
also assume that sr is consistent; otherwise, the refuter can again deviate to a consistent strategy to increase its payoff. 
Then, however, by Lemma 27 the verifier can deviate to a better strategy that satisfies �winv . If sr(q0) = then we can 
also assume that sv(q0) =; otherwise, the verifier would deviate to such a strategy. This contradicts the existence of 
a Nash equilibrium with the above stated properties.

“⇐”: Suppose φ does not hold. We show that for all N ∈ Nr there is an s ∈ NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N, q0, (γ ∗v , γ ∗r )) with 

out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL tick → (¬�winv ∧ ¬ © d). We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that this is not the case, 

i.e. that (	) for all s ∈NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N, q0, (γ ∗v , γ ∗r )) we have that out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d) ∧ tick.

As φ does not hold, we have according to Lemma 27 that for all N ∈Nr it holds that:

(i) there is no path from q0 to qr+1 (or to qε if r = n) in M̂φ̂
r � N;

(ii) there is a path λ ∈�
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0) such that λ �|= tickr; or

(iii) there is a strategy sr of r with sr(q0) = ⊥ such that for all strategies sv of v it holds that (	) out
M̂

φ̂
r �N

(q0,

(sv, sr)) |=LTL (Tr ∧ validr) ∧ (Tv →¬�winv).
First, suppose that (i) holds. Consider the strategies sr and sv with sr(q0) = sv(q0) = ⊥ which end in the looping 
state in-between q0 and qr+1 (or to qε if r = n) which has to exist by assumption. We have that out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL

¬tick∧¬validr . Thus, (sv, sr) is a Nash equilibrium which contradicts (	).
Secondly, suppose that (ii). As for (i) suppose both players play sr and sv with sr(q0) = sv(q0) =⊥ which yield the very 
path λ with λ �|= tickr . On this path it holds that ¬tick and ¬tickr , thus no player has an incentive to deviate from it.
Thirdly, suppose that (iii) holds. Let sr be a strategy as defined above, and sv such that it is consistent and sv(q0) =⊥. 
By Lemma 27 the verifier cannot change its strategy to a consistent one which ensures �winv . The player would also 
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not deviate to an inconsistent one. Moreover, no player can deviate to ensure a path with ©d. We can also assume that 
(i) and (ii) do not hold. Thus, neither the verifier nor the refuter can deviate to a strategy such that the outcome path 
satisfies ¬tick nor ¬tickr , respectively. Thus, this strategy profile is a Nash equilibrium, contradicting (	). �

Theorem 29 (Hardness of strong implementation: existence, regimentation norms). Let (I, q) be a pointed NIS and N ∈ {Nr}. The 
problem whether SINE (I, q, f ) �= ∅ is �P

3 -hard.

Proof. Let φ be a QSAT3 formula in nnf. We have for f (γ ∗v , γ ∗r ) = (�winv ∨©d) ∧ tick:

φ satisfiable

iff ∃N ∈N (∀s ∈NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N,q0, (γ

∗
v , γ ∗r )) : out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d)∧ tick (Proposition 28 (b))

iff ∃N ∈N (∀s ∈NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N,q0, (γ

∗
v , γ ∗r )) : out

M̂
φ̂
r �N

(q0, s) |=LTL (�winv ∨©d)∧ tick

and NE(M̂
φ̂
r � N,q0, (γ

∗
v , γ ∗r )) �= ∅) (Proposition 28 (a))

iff SINE (I,q0, f ) �= ∅ �
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